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Evaluation of a Solid-Liquid Manure Separation Operation 
Joshua Brown 
Dr. Teng-Teeh Lim, Dissertation Supervisor 
ABSTRACT 
Field monitoring and laboratory tests were conducted to evaluate the efficacy and practicality of a 
solid-liquid separation barn for finishing pigs. The solid-liquid separation system included a mechanical 
scraper and gravity flow system to separate manure into solid and liquid portions. The objectives of this 
research were to evaluate the performance of a solid-liquid separation finishing barn in improving manure 
nutrient management, the potential for nutrient/water recycling based on filtration, and barn construction 
and operating costs. A full-scale barn in Missouri was closely monitored to perform these objectives. 
Laboratory scale pretreatments and filtrations were conducted to evaluate the practicality of nutrient/water 
recycling from the separated liquid manure. The daily liquid manure production averaged 885 gallons, and 
daily solid manure production averaged 299 gallons. The solid separation system removed an average of 
61.7%, 41.7%, 74.8%, and 46.2% of nitrogen, ammonium, phosphorus, and potassium, respectively, from 
the liquid stream. The filtration results indicate that the microfiltration was capable of removing suspended 
solids, but not the dissolved nutrients. The reverse osmosis process was time and energy intensive, with 
only minimal nutrient removal, but was probably constrained by the relatively small scale of the operation, 
small filter surface area, and high dissolved nutrients in the liquid manure. The construction cost of the 
solid-liquid separation barn in 2010 was $269/pig, which was around 15% higher than that for a deep pit 
barn. Additional electricity cost was $331 per year for daily operation of the scraper and conveyor systems, 
which equates to $0.28 per headspace per year. The additional maintenance of the scraper system averaged 
$1,342 per year. The solid-liquid separation barn was shown to have lower ammonia and hydrogen sulfide 
emissions when compared with deep-pit barns. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Objectives 
Manure management is a crucial factor to consider for livestock producers.  Land 
application and storage can be drastically affected by the methods and management 
through which the manure is processed. Improper management can cause a multitude of 
negative economic, environmental, and even safety issues. In the case of swine farmers, 
typical deep-pit storage systems involve the collection and containment of manure in a pit 
below the slatted floor. The manure flows downward via gravity draining and is kept in 
the storage pit as slurry. This storage method, despite being relatively simple, does pose 
some potential risk, in particular with gas and odor production during storage, 
particularly when agitated. This storage method, by keeping all of the manure contained 
together, potentially allows for significant emissions of hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and 
ammonia (NH3) (von Bernuth et al., 2005). These emissions can result in poor air quality, 
both for workers and animals in the barn and the surrounding environment 
(Charavaryamath & Singh, 2006). There is also the potential for methane accumulation 
which, in the worst case scenario, can explode and cause damage to the barn and risk of 
injury or death to individuals present in or near the barn (Vansickle, 2010). 
  Improper manure application tends to occur due to uneven nutrient content 
distribution and high moisture content in the manure during land application. Some states 
implement point-source nutrient limits which can, in turn, restrict the amount of manure 
that can be land applied for a given area (Manuel, 2014; EPA, n.d.a; EPA, n.d.b). 
Inadequate nutrient content from exceeding the limit for one nutrient while not meeting 
other requirements will require the application of additional treatments to meet the 
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needed nutrient thresholds, at additional cost for the producer. On the other end of the 
spectrum, manure with too high of content for a particular nutrient can also act as a 
limiting factor, as regulations on specific nutrient application can restrict manure 
application rates to below the available limit. In addition to this limitation issue, high 
moisture content in the manure can contribute to runoff during periods of rainfall, which 
can pollute nearby watersheds with nitrogen, phosphorus, or other contaminants, 
including antibiotics (Sharpley et al., 1994; Dolliver & Gupta, 2008). 
Various alternative design options have been explored to improve manure 
management quality to mitigate the aforementioned concerns. The technique that will be 
evaluated in this thesis is based on the use of solid-liquid separation techniques. This 
manure management technique centers around separating the solid and liquid manure at 
the barn, which mitigates various issues addressed with the deep-pit barn, ranging from 
airborne contaminant releases to high moisture content of manure. Separation can be 
accomplished through a variety of means, via both physical and chemical separation 
methods. The finishing barn studied in this research utilized gravity draining for the 
liquid portion of the manure while utilizing physical separation via an automated scraper 
system for the solid portion of the manure, with a conveyor system for moving the solids 
after separation. 
This research project includes three objectives. The first objective is to evaluate 
the efficacy of the solid-liquid separation mechanism used in the finishing barn, 
determining the rate separation between the solids and liquids produced in the manure. 
This evaluation manifests in a multitude of factors being monitored and analyzed, 
including the production rate of the solid and liquid manure streams, the feed 
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consumption rates, live mass changes in the barn, and the nutrient content present in both 
streams of the manure. The second objective expands on the separation mechanism 
currently being used by evaluating the levels and effects of pretreatment and filtration on 
the liquid manure collected from the finishing barn, to see the potential for further 
nutrient removal in the liquid stream. This thesis will focus on membrane filtration 
techniques, up to and including reverse osmosis, and will see what potential there is in 
this case for fertilizer and water recycling.  
The third objective is to evaluate the costs of building and maintaining the 
finishing barn used in this research, as well as the important environmental impact of the 
barn with reference to deep-pit barns. This comparison is performed via estimation of the 
initial and annual costs, the estimation of power consumption by both the barn 
mechanisms and the estimated power for implementation of the filtration process, as well 
as air quality within the barn. In evaluating all of these objectives together, multiple 
aspects of the implementation of solid-liquid separation barn design for swine production 
can be better understood, as well as the potential for this design to meet the needs of 
swine producers and provide greater flexibility in the recycling of the manure produced. 
1.2 Cited Sources  
Charavaryamath, C., & Singh B. (2006). Pulmonary effects of exposure to pig barn 
air. Journal of Occupational Medicine and Toxicology (London, England), 1-10. 
http://doi.org/10.1186/1745-6673-1-10 
 
Dolliver, H., &  Gupta, S. (2008). Antibiotic losses in leaching and surface runoff from 
manure-amended agricultural land. Journal of Environmental Quality, 37(3), 1227-1237. 
doi:10.2134/jeq2007.0392 
 
Environmental Protection Agency, (n.d.a). Animal feeding operations (AFOs).  National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES). Retrieved from 
https://www.epa.gov/npdes/animal-feeding-operations-afos 
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Environmental Protection Agency, (n.d.b). State progress towards developing numeric 
nutrient water quality criteria for nitrogen and phosphorous. Retrieved from 
https://www.epa.gov/nutrient-policy-data/state-progress-toward-developing-numeric-
nutrient-water-quality-criteria 
 
Manuel, J. (2014). Nutrient pollution: a persistent threat to waterways. Environmental 
Health Perspectives, 122. A304-A309. http://dx.doi.org/10.1289/ehp.122-A304 
 
Sharpley, A. N., Chapra, S. C., Wedepohl, R., Sims, J. T., Daniel, T. C., & Reddy, K. R. 
(1994). Managing agricultural phosphorous for protection of surface waters: issues and 
options. Journal of Environmental Quality, 23(3), 437-451. 
doi:10.2134/jeq1994.00472425002300030006x 
 
Vansickle, J. (2010). Watch out for foaming manure. National Hog Farmer. Retrieved 
from http://www.nationalhogfarmer.com/mag/farming_watch_foaming_manure 
 
von Bernuth, R. D., Hill, J. D., Henderson, E., Godbout, S., Hamel, D., & Pouliot, F. 
(2005). Efficacy of a liquid/solid isolation system for swine manure. Transactions of the 
ASABE, 48(4), 1537-1546. 
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2. Literature Review 
2.1 Manure Application and Issues 
Having a general understanding of the impact of swine rearing as it exists today 
will help with knowing what issues exist in the field. Petersen et al. (2007) evaluated the 
impact of manure recycling, in the case of rearing livestock, on a farm as a whole. 
Animal rearing provides an unavoidable source of production for a variety of pollutants, 
and while a range of options exists to help reduce those issues during the course of 
production, the pollution will still exist in some form. The pollution issue has become 
more apparent as the size and concentration of animal operations have increased and 
manifests in ways like odor and air emissions, energy consumption during operation and 
transportation, and nitrogen and phosphorus runoff after manure application. The 
increased transportation costs were exacerbated by the liquid content in the manure, 
which may contribute to runoff as attempts to reduce these costs may lead to the 
application on land being more susceptible to nutrient leaching (Sharpley et al., 1994).  
Petersen et al. (2007) discussed methods for reducing the occurrence of some of 
the issues experienced in modern swine farming, such as diet alteration to reduce the 
presence of phosphorus in the manure produced. Petersen et al. mentioned the advantages 
of “closed” manure recycling loops, which recycles the nutrients to reduce waste, reduces 
transportation cost, and the associated environmental effect that goes with transportation. 
In this case, the idea would be to repurpose manure produced during farming for other 
agricultural purposes, primarily as fertilizer for crop growth. Completely closed loops 
generally are not sustainable, in part due to a shift towards agricultural specialization 
producing larger points of production, which may be more isolated from points of manure 
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production/application (Sundkvist et al., 2005; Björklund et al., 1999). However, plenty 
of farming communities benefit from and apply aspects of closed-loop agriculture, even 
if inefficiency prevents total sustainability. For this type of recycling to be effective at a 
larger scale, with the further distance between manure producers and manure applicators, 
removal of excess water weight is needed to reduce transportation costs (McConville et 
al., 2015). This necessitates the addition of solid-liquid separation as a mechanism during 
manure production for a better overall recycling loop. Doing so would allow for the 
separated solid stream to be applied in agriculture, without having to utilize it combined 
with the liquid stream. 
One other factor considered in evaluating the effects of mismanaged manure was 
how that can impact runoff after application of the manure. Allen and Mallarino (2008) 
performed a study on the effect of liquid swine manure application and the effect rainfall 
had on the presence of phosphorus loss and runoff from the surface of the soil. The 
primary takeaways from this paper were that increased phosphorus content in the liquid 
manure can linearly or even exponentially correlate to the phosphorus content in the 
runoff water if the manure was not properly and thoroughly applied. Runoff reduction 
can be accomplished through tilling to reduce nutrient concentrations on the soil surface; 
although the paper did mention that phosphorus content in the manure could vary 
significantly depending on multiple factors.  
The variance in nutrient content means that utilizing swine manure for 
phosphorus distribution can be somewhat unpredictable, so finding a way to better 
control nutrient distribution should significantly improve the result of the application in 
the field. Finding control methods are imperative, as manure application rates can vary 
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significantly depending on the soil and manure management practices being performed at 
a specific farm, such as the range estimated in Santhi et al. (2006), where the rate of 
application could vary by over tenfold depending on the farm in question. As a result, 
manure application can get quite high and combined with wet field conditions, which can 
lead to a significant amount of runoff into local water bodies. In particular, water present 
in the slurry could result in more runoff. As such, efficiently separating the liquid from 
the solid manure may reduce runoff and pollution variability. 
2.2 Manure Production and Application for Deep-Pit Barns 
Establishing what issues were experienced with deep-pit barn design was a 
valuable tool in determining what alternative barn design can seek to avoid. To that point, 
the first issue to discuss involves the penchant for the deep-pit storage method leading to 
gas buildup which can, in extreme situations, cause explosions and fires in the barn. In an 
article written by Vansickle (2010) reviewing the phenomena and effects of foam 
formation for manure in deep-pit barns, the link was made between the formation of foam 
and the occurrence of conflagrations in deep-pit barns. Barns exhibiting this problem 
tended to have inadequate ventilation for the pit. Improper ventilation allows for a higher 
rate of retention for gases such as H2S and methane, which become trapped in the foam. 
The fires resulted from gas release from the manure, often after stirring of the foamed 
manure meeting an ignition source. The foaming often necessitates this agitation of the 
manure as, left unchecked, the foam expansion will fill available volume in the pit and 
can even seep through the slatted floors and dirty the pigs. The foaming was believed to 
be caused by an uneven distribution of solids in the slurry in the pit due to development 
of surface tension for the liquid component of the manure, amplified by the presence of 
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proteins, lipids, and other polymers in the manure. The increase in surface tension 
appears to correlate with the fact that manure lacks short-chain fatty acids. Those fatty 
acids tend to act as a surfactant that would reduce foaming and decrease manure pH (Van 
Weelden et al., 2015). The relationship between surface tension and solids present in the 
slurry may indicate foaming could be exacerbated by the solid and liquid manure being 
kept together. 
 The next main factor to look at with deep-pit barns involves looking at the air 
quality of the barn. The two primary gases being looked at regarding output by the barn 
fans were NH3 and H2S. Hoff et al. (2012) evaluated emissions of deep-pit barns at 
various points regarding the presence of slurry in the pit, ranging from before, during, 
and after the removal of the manure present in the pit. The report indicates that the NH3 
levels emitted from the barn, with manure present in the pit before removal and with 
animals present in the barn, being at an average of 15.2 ppm, which was corroborated by 
Lim et al. (2011). Meanwhile, the H2S emissions averaged 754 ppb between the barns 
evaluated before slurry removal. A separate research project, by Ni et al. (2000) projected 
average H2S output by exhaust fans at 420 ppb, so concentrations may be somewhat 
lower depending on the state the barn was in.  
 Another significant factor to determine in terms of how deep-pit barn application 
affects manure quality is to look at the nutrient content present in the manure slurry. 
Ndegwa and Zhu (2003) utilized a variety of nutrient evaluation methods to determine 
the nutrient content present in the slurry at various depths in the pit. Specifically, the 
nutrients measured were total Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN), total phosphorus, and also the 
total solids content in the manure, measured at the top, middle, and the bottom of the pit. 
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Sampling at variable depths was conducted to account for particle settling in the pit 
leading to an uneven distribution of nutrients and was reported as such. Between the 
various sampling points measured and the three evaluation techniques used, the content 
measured for TKN ranged from 5918 to 6194 mg/L (with equivalent values for ppm). 
The total phosphorus measured in a range from 677 to 1218 mg/L, and the total solids 
measured in a range from 35,080 to 37,310 mg/L. The general trend indicated that the 
concentration increased as the point of sampling was deeper, as expected. Determining 
points of comparison for nutrient content was important to establish, as it helped with 
comparing the output developed with the separation barn and seeing how nutrient 
management can be altered. 
2.3 Solid-Liquid Separation 
Solid-liquid separation being incorporated into the manure management process 
has a potential multitude of benefits. To this end, Burton (2007) explains the potential 
available by utilizing separation techniques for livestock manure. Burton makes 
distinctions on the application of separator technologies dependent on the level of 
separation and the types of particles being separated. Separation efficiency has to be 
defined by the comparison of the volume of the solids in the solid stream compared to the 
total volume of the manure stream. As well, separation has to be evaluated in regard to 
the time it takes to achieve separation, as well as the clarity of the liquid stream being 
produced. To this point, Burton makes reference to gravity settling for particles, allowing 
for the solid particles present in the manure to separate and collect together. This 
separation technique is quite effective in separation potential, but the maximum settling 
will take several days, as the smaller particle settling is dictated by Stokes Law.  
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The separation is also defined by particles separated, with Burton defining the 
solid particle types based on size, ranging from fibrous particles (such as hair or bedding) 
with sizes greater than 5 mm, all the way down to dissolved solids with particle sizes 
smaller than 1 micrometer. Depending on the goal of what is desired for solid-liquid 
separation, different options are available to utilize. For large particles, a fine screen can 
be used to block the particles while allowing the rest of the material to continue to flow 
through. In a study evaluating the presence of various heavy metals in manure slurry by 
Steinmetz et al. (2009), it was estimated that the removal provided by a two-millimeter 
pore size screen could range from eight to 15 g/L filtered. This content can represent a 
large portion of total solids in the manure (up to 50%), but a large portion of the nutrients 
often are contained as dissolved particles, which consist of particles smaller than one 
micron (Burton, 2007) However, this size can vary somewhat between studies, with some 
definitions placing dissolved solids as below 0.45 micron (Park et al., 2009). Regarding 
the utilization of screening, the lower limit generally ends around the range between 100-
200 microns, depending on the specific screen, which does not filter a majority of fine 
particles that contain a majority of the manure’s nutrients (Hu, 2016).  As a result, other 
options have to be explored for the separation of the smaller dissolved particles. 
For the removal of smaller particles, the options utilized have to expand beyond 
fine screening, such as sedimentation. Depending on the speed at which this is needed to 
be achieved, this sedimentation can be achieved via gravity separation or in faster ways 
by utilizing centrifugal devices for separating the solid from the liquid. Settling can 
reduce the presence of particles up to a certain size significantly, but even still these 
results are limited by the size. Sedimentation has a lower limit of particle separation in 
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the range of 10 to 20 microns, which does not account for all of the particles present in 
the manure (Hu, 2016). Burton (2007) mentions that the theoretical lower end of particle 
separation size would be around one micrometer and, beyond that point, particle behavior 
would be dictated by Brownian motion. The majority of the nutrient content present in 
untreated manure for nitrogen, ammonium, and potassium is present in the Brownian 
motion spectrum, but it is possible that close to a majority of the phosphorus present in 
the manure is not in that spectrum (Masse et al., 2005).  
 The particles that could not be separated by settling are either treated as colloidal 
or dissolved in nature, depending on the size. Often the settleable particles kept in 
suspension are greater than 20 micrometers in size (Burton, 2007). Beyond this, Burton 
defines the colloidal particles as the solids between one to twenty micrometers, and the 
dissolved particles are smaller than one micrometer. Chemical addition can be utilized for 
colloidal removal, via flocculation, which can potentially be useful depending on the 
particles needed to be removed. For example, pathogens often exist in the particle size 
range associated with colloids, and their removal can be significant for stopping various 
health hazards. Multiple studies have investigated chemical flocculants as additions for 
the liquid manure, although the overall efficacy of flocculation can vary depending on the 
targeted contaminant (Liu et al., 2016; Vanotti et al., 2005; Riaño & Gonzales, 2014).  
 Burton (2007) also notes that to obtain a sizable effect on the removal of 
dissolved solids, which made up the smallest sized particles, membrane filtering is the 
most effective option. The use of membranes allows for removal of particles ranging 
from virus particles to even salt ions depending on the pore size of the membrane. In 
theory, proper membrane filtration can result in removal of effectively all solids in the 
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stream, leaving only the water present. However, dilution with distilled water is needed 
for membrane use with a deep pit barn due to solid particle buildup on the membrane 
blocking flow, combined with the relatively high solids content exacerbating that issue. A 
solid-liquid manure slurry produced in a deep pit barn also may exceed the solids 
threshold needed to act like a liquid, requiring dilution to even begin filtration (Lorimor 
et al., 2004). It is worth noting that Burton evaluated solid-liquid separation assuming a 
singular stream made up of manure slurry being separated into the two streams after the 
fact. The potential for keeping the solid and liquid streams from combining in the first 
place opens several options and may remove the need for dilution and other additions for 
similar or better results, which in turn keeps the farm production loop more self-
contained. In addition to this, there is some evidence that early separation of the manure 
may reduce problems such as degradation of the structure of certain solids in the manure, 
which can contribute to increased ammonification and chemical oxygen demand (Kunz et 
al., 2009). 
 Solid-liquid separation via mechanical separation is an interesting option for 
carrying out the technique, as a proper design can be automated and run on a consistent 
basis. In an article by von Bernuth (2005), an study was performed on a small solid-liquid 
separation barn at a university farm with a scraper system. Nutrient analysis and air 
quality measurements were conducted, with nitrogen concentration, phosphorus 
concentration and moisture content being monitored in the nutrient analysis, while NH3 
and H2S emissions were measured to evaluate the air quality of the barn. The barn 
analyzed in the von Bernuth experiment was a university barn integrating both a nursery 
and a finishing barn, with the analyzed portion being a two-room finishing barn with a 
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combined maximum headcount of about 330 head. In terms of the quality of the manure 
produced in the university barn, the separation efficiency (% of given nutrient or solid in 
solid fraction of the manure compared to total nutrient content) of nitrogen, phosphorus, 
ammonium, potassium, and carbon were 67.4%, 91.0%, 39.1%, 59.7%, and 91.6% 
respectively. The moisture content of the solid fraction averaged 66%. Meanwhile, the 
NH3 concentration averaged about 3.2 ppm, with no individual concentration exceeding 
7.5 ppm, while the H2S concentration was never detected, with a minimum detection 
level of 0.5 ppm.  
This lower concentration of contaminants was attributed to the separation of the 
solid and liquid components of the manure, as von Bernuth notes the bacterial urease in 
the solid manure was not allowed to react as much with the urea in the liquid stream, 
which reduced NH3 release and increases nitrogen content in the manure by not releasing 
via the urea-urease reaction. Avoiding this reaction is especially important for swine 
manure, as the relatively high concentration of urea leads to the conversion of nitrogen 
occurring at a significantly higher rate when compared to cattle manure (Dai & Karring, 
2014). Preventing this conversion is significant, as a higher nitrogen concentration can be 
considered as beneficial in this circumstance. Those benefits are due to the skewed 
nitrogen: phosphorus ratio in non-separated manure possibly limiting application by 
phosphorus concentration before nitrogen concentration. Obtaining the improved nutrient 
concentrations should be achieved without needing chemical additions to the manure 
utilizing this separation method. The other important factor in the von Bernuth research 
project was that sampling was performed weekly, and the scraper system was not 
automated relative to barn activity. Instead, the scraper system was activated in the 24 
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hour period before collection, both to separate the weekly accumulation, as well as a 
daily accumulation during collection. The solid portion also was stored in a container 
within the barn itself, as there was no system being implemented to store the solid 
manure separately from the finishing barn. 
In another article researching the effects of a scraper system manure separator for 
a swine finishing barn, Lim and Parker (2011) provided further information on the 
benefits and costs of application. Beyond the effect on air quality in terms of contaminant 
concentration, the paper indicates that the alternative design was also practical in 
reducing odor emissions from the barn as well. In comparing scraper separation barns to 
deep pit barns, which were installed with a flushing system for the manure to reduce 
odor, the scraper system still had significantly reduced odor emissions in comparison. 
The reduction in odor concentration, in comparing the flushing barns to the scraper barns, 
averaged 76%, with individual cases ranging between 59% and 87%. A large source of 
the odor was attributed to the settling of the manure, which aligns with the previous 
article mentioning the solid-liquid mixing encouraging the urease reaction. These sources 
of odor led Lim and Parker to suggest the implementation of further additions to the 
separation barn design to keep manure from settling. Specifically, the installation of 
concrete diverters near the drainpipe for the liquid portion to aid in gravity draining for 
the manure was mentioned. For the purpose of odor reduction, reduction of air 
contaminant production, increasing nitrogen retainment, utilizing manure movement 
methods were considered important. 
The second major point addressed in Lim and Parker’s (2011) research was the 
analysis of the cost of implementation of the scraper system, beyond the initial barn costs. 
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The costs calculated were for a 1,000 head finishing barn retrofitted with the scraper 
mechanism. The total cost of installation for the scraper unit, combining the cost of 
materials, along with the cost of shipping and labor for implementation ended up 
averaging about $7,200 for the finishing barn. On top of those costs, electrical cost for 
operation of the scraper system was also calculated, based off of a combination of the 
time the scraper cycles took per operation (14 minutes), the number of cycles a day (12 
cycles), and the energy consumption of the motors used (0.6 kW-h). That value then was 
multiplied by the number of scrapers utilized (2 systems) and then multiplied by an 
estimated electrical cost for that time (0.08 cents per kW-h). This cost calculated out to 
be $0.27 per day or about $98.40 per year.  
Møller et al. (2000) performed an analysis of efficiency and cost for some other 
solid-liquid separator techniques, specifically a screw-press separator and a flat-belt 
separator utilizing porous screens (with a size range of 0.5 to 3 mm for pore size), which 
is valuable as an option for comparison to the scraper system. Regarding separation 
efficiency, the flat belt separator was able to separate dry matter in the manure somewhat 
effectively, with a 50% removal rate. However, the removal of some important nutrients, 
specifically total nitrogen and total phosphorus was low, at 10% and 20% removal 
respectively. The energy consumption of the techniques was quite low though, with the 
screw-press consuming 0.53 kWh per ton processed, which helped reduce the operational 
cost of the technique. In comparison, the use of a decanting centrifuge, which was the 
most effective technique analyzed, with an 80% total phosphorus removal rate, had an 
electrical cost nearing six times that of the screw-press, leading to the technique to be less 
efficient via cost analysis, despite a significantly higher separation efficiency. Overall, 
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these findings indicate that better efficiency often leads to additional costs and 
determining those in comparison to that efficiency is important to determine the value of 
a separation technique. 
2.4 Manure Nutrient Analysis 
An important factor to consider in evaluating the efficacy of the finishing barn is 
to compare the nutrient content of the manure produced. Comparing the values found 
relative to expected distributions should accomplish that, making sure the manure 
collected from a finishing barn is comparable to that of previously established values. 
The American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers (formerly American 
Society of Agricultural Engineers) published a standard for manure production and 
characteristics (2005), which provides a guideline for swine manure characteristics 
relative to the storage system used. For the purposes of comparing the solid-liquid 
separation finishing barn, the data provided for a finisher-slurry wet-dry feeder was 
utilized as a reference. While this data is not a direct comparison for the solid-liquid 
separation barn, due to producing manure as a slurry rather than two separate streams, the 
values given should be close to the combined characteristics and volume for both streams 
for the separation barn. The moisture content for manure slurry was reported at 91.0%, 
which leads to a total solids content of 9.0%. That 9% distribution contained a 0.7% 
presence of total Kjeldahl nitrogen, 0.5% ammonium, 0.2% phosphorus and 0.2% 
potassium. In addition to these distributions, the typical expected manure mass 
production was in the range of 3 to 4 kilograms per head per day (ASAE, 2005). 
The overall consistency and phase of the manure being separated are also 
important to better understand how it should be treated as after separation. Lorimor et al. 
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(2004) conducted a review of manure characteristics, which is useful for knowing the 
differences between different manure phases. In particular, the threshold set 
differentiating solid manure from semisolid slurry was at 20% solid content, which can 
also be stated as 80% moisture content. Manure with solids content below 20% can only 
be treated as a solid substance if draining or drying is performed on the slurry to remove 
moisture content. Even at the 20% solids threshold, the liquid is still liable to leach out of 
the solid pile, which can be an issue for storage. Lorimor et al. then noted distributions 
with higher than 25% solids content do not demonstrate significant seepage from the 
manure. 
As a result of being in the solid phase, solid manure is incapable of viscous flow, 
so it is typically stored in piles. The viability of solid pile storage is also dependent on 
what the solid content in the manure. Lorimor et al. (2004) states that solid manure in the 
lower register of solid content (~20%) needed to be kept in shorter stacks or had to be 
treated with a moisture-reduction process if there was not a dedicated storage area. 
Otherwise, the solid pile would expand horizontally more quickly than vertically. Solid 
manure that has greater than 25% total solid range is considered “stackable” and will 
maintain shape much better, allowing for better vertical storage. As a result of these 
findings, a 25% minimum solid content should be looked at for solid-liquid separation. In 
comparison, manure needs a solid content at 4% or less to be considered liquid. When 
that threshold is met, the consistency of the manure can be treated for all intents and 
purposes as a liquid regarding flow. Liquid manure with content greater than 4% should 
be treated more as manure slurry, as it may begin to have flow characteristics not 
completely similar to that of a liquid. 
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2.5 Growth Variables and Analysis 
Tracking of growth rates for the swine present in the swine barn is necessary to 
better normalize the other collected data relating to manure production. Doing so 
necessitates designing a growth curve if regular weigh-ins are not available as a 
reference. Growth estimations can be tricky to implement, as various factors contributing 
to growth can alter these rates in various ways, so the application of a set polynomial is 
liable to cause issues. However, the general expected growth shape should be relatively 
comparable between groups if grown in similar and properly managed conditions. To 
establish a basis for the curve, Jin et al. (2012) utilized an already established “average” 
growth curve (MWPS 8, 1983) as a base to construct a polynomial curve to estimate 
growth rates on in the course of the research project. The general curve provided by the 
handbook follows what could be described as a slight S-shape, with a significant rate of 
increase in total live mass relative to average occurring in the first half of the growth 
period after an initial month of slower growth. As time goes on, this curve begins to level 
out more, with a decrease in the rate of weight gain as the pigs arrive at their sale weight. 
By performing weigh-ins at various points over the course of growth and comparing 
those weights to the established curve, daily weight estimates could be approximated. 
  Another set of numbers to get a general idea of is the expected average rates 
dictating inventory, live mass, and operation time. The National Pork Board (Pork 
Checkoff, 2018) provides industry standard values on their website for many important 
factors impacting the growth cycle of pigs, with the most recent available numbers being 
for 2016. The numbers reported should give an idea as to what the expected rates of 
growth and operation time are for pork producers as a whole. Those findings can then be 
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compared to the averages produced by the barn being evaluated for research to find if 
there is a notable difference. The numbers referenced will only encompass the results 
estimated for finisher operation. The industry standard values should include farms with 
antibiotic use. This fact is significant, as the use of certain antibiotics for the purpose of 
growth enhancement may skew these numbers in comparison to antibiotic-free farms, 
which was first noted for general animal growth by Moore et al. (1940) (as cited in 
Gustafson & Bowen, 1997). The average mortality rate listed was 5.3%, with an average 
sale weight of 272.8 lbs and an average duration in the finisher of 119 days. In addition to 
the average total weight, the average daily weight gain was estimated at 1.9 lbs per day.  
2.6 Pretreatment and Membrane Filtration 
Pretreatment options for liquid manure could be valuable for improving the 
influent quality prior to the primary filtration processes being applied. Agomoh (2012), 
conducted tests for improvement of gravity separation in manure with chemical additions 
outlined the use of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) for these purposes, as well as other 
chemical additives. For the purpose of the study, the concentration was kept to around 3 g 
CaCO3/L manure (2856 mg/L specifically). This concentration was for liquid manure 
with low solid concentrations (~1% TS), which was the closest concentration to the 
manure processed by solid-liquid separation. Calcium carbonate acts as a coagulant when 
added to liquid manure, helping alter particle surface charge for the colloidal solids 
present in the manure. The change in surface charge improves particle binding rates and 
gathers those solids into larger, separate groupings. As well, the phosphorus present in 
the manure can separate in some regard via precipitation as a result of the presence of 
cations (Sherman et al., 2000), which are produced by the calcium carbonate. Calcium 
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carbonate was shown in testing to be a relatively good option for solid floccing, as it was 
only less effective than polyacrylamide in testing while also being more affordable than 
polyacrylamide. Specifically, the calcium carbonate increased solid removal to 38%, 
compared to 29% calculated via gravity settling without any addition. 
Another chemical addition tested for filtration was sulfuric acid for the sake of pH 
adjustment. Masse et al. (2008) tested pH addition to swine manure during membrane-
based reverse osmosis filtration. The pH addition was done for monitoring the effect on 
the content retention of total ammonia-nitrogen (TAN) and dry matter in the feed being 
filtered, reducing presence in the resulting permeate. The acid assisted in the reduction of 
TAN seepage by converting free NH3 to   
 , as the ionization of the ammonia to 
ammonium results in more ionic interactions with anionic molecules present in the 
manure. The addition of sulfuric acid showed a reduction of both components from the 
manure permeate, with a pH of 6.5 being a recommended value to adjust down to, as the 
change in efficiency beyond that point was minor (Masse et al., 2008). Reverse osmosis 
filtration also was noted to increase the manure pH over time during the process, to 
values over a pH of 8.5. As a result, the acidic adjustment may be relative to when the 
filtration was occurring, with TAN retention reducing over time. Adjustment of pH was 
also tested for this research thesis as an option to reduce foaming. 
Regarding the use of membrane filtration for application with liquid manure, 
multiple prior tests had been performed to incorporate the two. An advantage that the 
incorporation of solid-liquid separation provided for membrane filtration was that the 
reduced solids content is generally necessary for obtaining appropriate results. Studies 
that incorporated manure slurry had to dilute the manure to an appropriate, lower solids 
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content which the separated manure should already meet (Makara & Kowalski, 2015). 
The overall findings from these various studies indicate that membrane filtration was a 
viable option for manure filtration, but it can also result in several issues that need to be 
addressed for the purposes of implementation. A study analyzing the effect of 
ultrafiltration on liquid swine manure noted that this sort of larger pore-size filtration was 
great for the removal of suspended particles still present in the manure and may have 
promise as a prior step to more refined filtration such as reverse osmosis (Fugère et al., 
2005). The use of multi-step membrane filtration had been applied in previous studies for 
improving the influent for the next membrane to improve total flow (Ledda et al., 2013). 
These non-osmotic membrane filtrations have also been noted to help remove the total 
volume of manure being processed, although the study which noted this was treating 
slurry manure, which had a higher overall solid content to reduce, compared to a strictly 
liquid manure portion (Konieczny et al., 2011). That previous study also noted that the 
larger-pore membrane filtrations do not have a sizable impact on the removal of certain 
dissolved nutrient concentrations, including ammonium, total nitrogen, and phosphorus 
manifested as P2O5, which all are significant for field application. 
  Implementation of reverse osmosis essentially should act as the primary method 
of separation and removal of the key nutrients from the liquid manure. In a study 
incorporating a multi-step filtration with microfiltration and reverse osmosis, significant 
nutrient removal from the final permeate produced in the process was witnessed (Pieters 
et al., 1999). The reverse osmosis permeate produced in this study was noted for 
complete removal of larger particles, such as dry matter and suspended solids. Reverse 
osmosis also resulted in an over 80% reduction in total Kjeldahl nitrogen and ammonium, 
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and a 95% reduction in P2O5 phosphorus, although this study was done with manure 
slurry, which should result in a higher starting concentration of these nutrients, which 
may indicate the effect on already separated liquid manure may not be as significant. The 
other major issues experienced in many of these membrane tests were issues with fouling 
of the membrane resulting in a reduction of flux (Fugère et al., 2005; Konieczny et al., 
2011). This fouling was primarily attributed to the particles present within the manure 
clogging the pores of the membrane, with the shear stress produced by tangential forces 
from flow across the membrane breaking apart particles to increase rates of blockage 
(Wisniewski & Grasmick, 1998). Avoiding this issue had been noted as a major goal for 
many of these processes, with attempts to avoid fouling ranging from the incorporation of 
multi-step filtration to chemical additives, or even just circumventing the issue with 
regular cleaning. 
The ideal end goal for the liquid filtration of the manure was some level of water 
reclamation or recycling, with a specific emphasis looking towards repurposing the liquid 
manure as grey water. However, in investigating current regulatory standards, a couple of 
potential roadblocks were found in the application of membrane filtration for this 
purpose. The EPA provided an NSF/ANSI standard for various factors measured in 
greywater utilized for subsurface discharge in their guidelines for water reuse (EPA, 
2012), with a table estimating those necessary concentrations. In particular, the total 
suspended solids for this grey water were at 30 mg/L and the pH of the grey water should 
tend to range between 6 and 9. If the filtered liquid does not meet the qualifications to be 
considered grey water upon production, it may be more apt to compare it to black water, 
which is the water contained in fecal wastewater (Sheikh, 2010). While black water has 
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options for potential reuse, particularly with crop agriculture (Tervahauta et al., 2014), 
the higher content of solids and metals may necessitate further treatments to better 
control or limit the full range of application for recycled water, which could defeat the 
purpose of the liquid filtration.  
2.7 Cost Analysis 
  Dhuyvetter et al. (2014) provide information explaining the projected cost of 
building a deep pit barn for housing swine. The costs calculated acted as a good point of 
comparison, as the projected barn costs were for a 1,200 head barn. The estimated 
building cost was $206 per pig, and equipment costs contributed another $30 per pig, 
equating to a cost for a deep pit barn existing in the range of around $240 dollars per pig, 
depending on individual material and labor costs. This cost assessment can be compared 
to other findings which estimated that a 2,400 head deep-pit finishing barn would cost 
between $175 and $230 per pig in 2011 (Farm Journal’s Pork, 2011). The costs for the 
barn allot for an area per individual pig of 7.5 ft². The other important caveat to be 
considered was that the deep-pit barn in the projection was a wean-to-finish barn, rather 
than simply a dedicated finishing barn. 
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3. Materials and Methods 
3.1 Solid-Liquid Separation Barn 
  The solid-liquid separation finishing barn monitored in this research project was a 
commercial finishing barn located near Versailles, Missouri. The dimensions of the barn 
were 80 feet by 132 feet, with an east-west orientation. The barn had four individual 
finishing rooms, as well as a center hallway connecting the rooms and room in the back 
with a staircase leading down to the manure collection area. The collection area also 
contained a scraper and conveyor systems for solid-liquid separation. Each holding room 
had a capacity of 300 head, for a maximum barn capacity of 1,200 head. 
The general path that the manure followed first starts in the individual rooms that 
the pigs were kept in. The floors were slatted, allowing for gravity draining of the 
manure, which collected in a V-shaped subfloor to the room, consolidating the manure as 
it deposited into one, concentrated area. From there, the manure collected in the basement 
into troughs through which the automated scraper arm was run, to separate out the solid 
manure from the liquid manure. Each room had a separate trough in the collection area, 
meaning four scraper arms were operated independently, one for each room. The scraper 
arms were programmed to operate after 400 lbs of feed was delivered to an individual 
room, which resulted in an average of six scraping cycles per day, powered by a 2-hp 
motor. The solid components were pushed by the scraper arm into a circularly designed 
conveyor system, which pushed the manure upwards and onto a separate conveyor belt 
exiting the barn. That conveyor transported the solid manure to a separate solid manure 
storage shed located directly behind the barn. The conveyor system operates off of three 
2-hp motors as well. Figure 3.1 shows the slatted subfloor for collecting the manure, as 
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well as one of the troughs that the scraper arm operates on to separate the manure into the 
different parts. 
 
Figure 3.1: V-shaped subfloor (left) and scraper arm and trough (right) located in solid-liquid 
separation finishing barn. 
 
  While separation occurred and the solid manure was conveyed towards the 
storage shed, the liquid manure was allowed to drain out of the separation barn. Gravity 
draining occurs, moving the liquid manure out to a collection pit located directly outside 
the barn as an intermediary storage point. The collection pit was located directly in front 
of the entrance of the finishing barn and had interior dimensions of 6 feet by 8 feet, 
uniform throughout. The collection pit contained a float switch, which will trigger after 
liquid reaches a certain height. The liquid in the pit was then pumped to a nearby lagoon, 
allowing for anaerobic digestion and storage of the manure long term. The solid storage 
shed was located directly behind the separation barn and was set with dimensions of 272 
inches by 412 inches. The storage shed and collection pit are shown in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2: The separated solid storage shed and conveyor system leading out of the barn (left) and 
collection pit (right) located outside the finishing barn. 
 
3.2 Liquid and Solid Manure Production Monitoring 
Determining the average expected flow for both the solid and liquid streams 
produced in the separation barn was needed to evaluate the barn as a whole. Finding these 
averages were important both for the sake of understanding an expected production rate 
relative to the size of the barn being evaluated, as well as knowing those production rates 
for the solid and liquid streams relative to one another. Comparing the production rates 
was needed for a complete picture regarding total efficacy in separation regarding the 
separation of solid and nutrient content being produced by the pigs. The flow rates of 
each stream were evaluated on a daily metric and were extrapolated outwards as needed. 
The barn design utilized was helpful in determining the stream flows, as the two streams 
were completely stored separately from one another, so the results of one stream should 
not have directly affected the results of the other. 
In order to measure the liquid manure stream consistently and constantly, it was 
determined that utilization of pressure measurements could be done to keep a regular 
record on the volume being produced. Before being pumped out to the lagoon, all liquid 
manure drained out of the barn and collected in the collection pit. The collection pit had 
constant dimensions of six by eight feet, which meant that when the pressure produced 
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via liquid depth was measured those values could easily be converted to a depth value. In 
turn, the depth could be converted into constant volume estimation present in the 
collection pit at any point. In doing this conversion, volume was measured as a sum of 
the total volume pumped out of the collection pit daily. To monitor this volume, a 
pressure data logger was placed into the collection pit and set to record at a two-minute 
interval.  
Over the course of this research project, two data loggers were utilized. The two 
loggers utilized were first the U20L-04 HOBO Water Level logger and, later on, the 
MX2001 logger (Onset Computer Corporation, Bourne, MA, for both loggers). The 
switch was performed due to the fact that the second logger had an additional data logger 
to be set outside the collection pit, which monitored air pressure in each interval to help 
normalize the pressure recorded by the depth logger. Before doing this, data was 
normalized utilizing air pressure data downloaded off of a nearby weather satellite. This 
process had limitations, with the satellite not being at the exact location of monitoring 
and the air pressure only being reported in an hourly format. Both loggers recorded at a 
rate of once every 10 seconds for these trials, with a minimum of 5 minutes at each level 
to obtain a good set of data to average. With the placement of the pressure data logger 
into the collection pit, logging once every two minutes, the initial results were reported as 
one dataset providing liquid pressure in kilopascals, liquid temperature, and the time 
when the record was made. The original logger then required the input of the current air 
pressure, which could be used to calculate an estimated depth for the logger, which 
equated to the total depth of the manure. The new logger, by recording the air pressure 
itself, produced the estimated depth automatically.  
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The solid monitoring necessitated different methods of measurement and proved 
to be more difficult than initially anticipated. The original plan was for weekly 
measurements of the manure pile by the farm staff, by measuring the difference between 
the overall height of the solid storage shed and the available height left in the shed with 
the solid manure present to determine the total height of the manure pile. Meanwhile, we 
would also measure the pile height whenever we were at the farm, to compare and verify 
the measurements taken by the farm staff. The issue that occurred in trying to carry out 
this plan was that we had difficulty in getting the farm staff to consistently measure the 
pile height. This inconsistency became an issue particularly when solid manure was 
moved out of the shed, resulting in inconsistent measures and potential inaccuracies in 
reporting on the solid manure collection rate. Due to these issues, a different option for 
more accurate and consistent measurement had to be employed. 
To get a better estimate of the solid manure production rate, monitoring was 
implemented by utilizing an automated camera system. The camera used, (BCC100 
Construction Time Lapse Camera), was set up to monitor the solid manure pile in an 
hourly manner. The camera was placed on the outer edge of one end of the solid manure 
storage shed and would create video files consisting of the series of hourly photos taken 
over each period the pile was monitored. The photos were then taken and the height of 
the manure pile was approximated via pixel measurements. The opposing wall of the 
solid manure pile was constructed mostly of freestanding concrete blocks for mobility 
when removing manure from the shed. These blocks were used as the point of 
comparison, as the blocks all measured to be about 24 inches tall, with three blocks being 
stacked on top of one another to make a total height of 72 inches or six feet. The height 
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was then converted based on the number of pixels measured for an individual block for 
an available height left in the wall, which gave the current height of the manure pile. Pile 
height records originally were conducted with a weekly measure of the solid pile, but 
later was changed and redone measuring the pile height daily to remove some potential 
for variance. The primary assumption that had to be done with any of these 
measurements was that the manure pile had to be considered as a flat surface, due to not 
really having any way to approximate the height while considering the topography of the 
pile itself. While this assumption did limit the potential accuracy of solid manure 
monitoring, particularly in comparison to the liquid manure monitoring, it should not 
have affected the results to a great degree. 
3.3 Live Mass and Feed Consumption 
Records on the total live mass present in the finishing barn and the feed records 
alongside them were important for gaining a sense of scale for the solid and liquid 
manure production volume relative to the size of the barn itself. The farm management 
provided information which allowed for the modeling and comparison of both of these 
components. For the live mass, numbers were provided for sale dates, sale numbers, sale 
weight, initial headcount and starting dates for each individual group reared in the barn. 
In addition to those values, we were provided with estimated average weight for pigs on 
entry to the nursery (a separate building not a part of the finishing barn and not connected 
to the separation systems and thus was not contributing to the measured solid and liquid 
flow) which was 13 lb and an average weight for pigs entering the finishing barn of 50 lb. 
Also provided were the approximate time periods in which the pigs would be in each 
stage of the separation barn (20 days weaning, 35 days in the nursery, and 140 days in the 
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finishing barn) and an estimated mortality rate for pigs from the beginning to the end of 
their growth on the farm, which was given as 4%. These numbers provided a good 
starting point for creating these approximations of live mass, although there were some 
inconsistencies discovered that required some alterations to be made. These changes will 
be discussed in detail in the results section. Regarding the information provided, the only 
important note to make was that a few months, particularly sold around March to July 
2017, had a higher than average mortality rate due to issues with infection. The farm staff 
estimated a mortality rate of up to 8%, so in these cases, mortality was capped at 8%. In 
situations where the mortality estimated may have exceeded those numbers, other factors 
were considered. 
Regarding the feed consumption rates, feed data was automatically recorded by an 
automated computer system installed at about the same time as this study was started 
(September 2016). As a result, there were not consistent feed records prior to that point. 
While lacking this information may be impactful due to some pigs in the barn at early 
points of monitoring not having the full feed consumption data available, it should not be 
a major issue as all the full period that the manure streams were monitored also had 
corresponding feed data. The composition of the consumed feed was provided, 
differentiating individual components like corn and soybeans, but was treated just like a 
combined quantity for analysis. Feed composition can alter growth rates (Schinckel & de 
Lange, 1996), but this was not considered a priority for this study due to a lack of 
regularly provided weigh-ins. Regardless, the possible impact of not accounting for that 
factor would be good to note. The feed data also proved useful to act as a secondary 
check for the live mass estimations carried out, which helped resolve some of the 
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inconsistencies noted. The feed data was collected and evaluated in a bi-weekly manner, 
with a week of overlap between each measurement, due to how the feed records were 
created. The total consumption was not measured in a daily manner, instead of being 
recorded depending on when the device was checked, so measuring daily or weekly could 
result in inconsistent or misleading feed consumption estimations. By showing the values 
for a two-week period, and allowing overlap, it helped reduce the likelihood of extremely 
skewed results. The primary problem with the feed records given as a whole was no 
method or device was implemented to give a measurement of water consumption. 
Another study estimated water consumption for finisher pigs at around three to five 
gallons per day, but without provided records by the farm, it cannot be confirmed that 
this is accurate for this operation (Almond, 1995). 
3.4 Manure Characteristics Monitoring 
During the monitoring periods for the solid and liquid manure streams, samples 
were collected on a monthly basis. The samples were transported on ice from the farm to 
the laboratory and then were kept frozen (-20°C) until the point that they were sent off for 
analysis. The University of Missouri Soil and Plant Testing Laboratory performed the 
analysis on both types of samples, which were both submitted for complete manure 
analysis, which included analysis of moisture content/total solids, the content of nutrients 
like nitrogen, phosphate, potassium, and ammonium, pH, total carbon content, and 
conductivity. Total Kjeldahl nitrogen was determined according to the Kjeldahl method 
(Eaton et al., 2005). Phosphorus and potassium were determined by atomic absorption 
spectroscopy adapted from EPA (2001). These factors could then be tracked in 
comparison to one another, which helped to establish a general average and range for 
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each factor measured. In addition to those measurements, these nutrients were then 
compared to some of the information we had in tracking the barn, such as technical issues 
experienced over the course of the research period or the weather leading to altered 
manure quality, which allowed for removal of outliers, particularly for the liquid manure 
stream to remove samples that skewed the results significantly.  
The University of Missouri Soil and Plant Testing Laboratory was also utilized to 
analyze liquid samples after filtration tests were performed. Generally, samples were 
submitted for a specific month at three different levels of filtration, those being 
completely unfiltered; pretreated and through microfiltration; and pretreated, through 
microfiltration, and through reverse osmosis. Additional samples were submitted, to 
compare the results of certain pretreatment processes, particularly testing with calcium 
carbonate, as well as some tests with different membranes. These samples were submitted 
for water quality analysis, as opposed to the manure analysis with the research lab, as a 
function of analyzing the effect of filtration for water reclamation. The measured 
quantities were generally similar to that obtained with the manure analysis, with the only 
major differences being that nitrate and total Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN) were measured 
instead of just nitrogen, not providing a measure on total carbon, and measuring the total 
dissolved solids rather than moisture content. 
3.5 Liquid Manure Filtration 
Along with the samples taken for manure quality evaluation, additional quantities 
of liquid manure were also taken for filtration and pretreatment to evaluate the potential 
for water recycling and nutrient filtration. Samples taken were stored at room temperature 
and testing was conducted as soon as possible to mitigate issues of settling on the results 
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of the testing. Due to the fact that testing could not always be performed immediately, or 
testing would take many days, mixing was performed on the samples as a whole usually 
to re-suspend the solids to return the sample to a more representative state for what was 
present in the liquid stream. 
Prior to filtration, pretreatment processes were tested to see the effect on the 
filtration and quality of the end filtrate. The attempts at pretreatment manifested in 
multiple tests, with results varying from consistent use before filtration to not noticing a 
significant impact. The tests performed fell into three general categories. The first 
category was the utilization of alternative filtration techniques outside the membrane 
filtration process. These tests included filtration with a fine metal screen (75-micron pore 
size) and various small membrane pressurized with a vacuum hand pump (pore sizes 
ranging from 40 microns to 10 microns). Then next set of pretreatment processes were 
chemical additions to the manure to improve filtration efficiency. This set of treatments 
included the addition of sulfuric acid (concentration 6.0M or 10.0M depending on the 
test) for pH adjustment or incorporation of calcium carbonate to improve solid settling. 
The final pretreatment option explored was the application of aeration techniques on the 
liquid manure, to see how it would impact the nitrogen content present in the manure. 
Once pretreatment was conducted, the primary filtration technique was then 
selected and applied. The primary filtration processes conducted were performed using a 
commercial bench-scale cross-flow membrane cell (Sterlitech Corporation, Sepa CF 
Med/High Cell, Kent, WA) system. The system was comprised of a filtration cell, 
composed of two halves, where the selected membrane was placed between, alongside 
spacers and O-rings to help improve the filtration and keep the cell pressurized and liquid 
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contained. The cell was held in an aluminum shell, which can be pressurized to the 
desired cell pressure using a hydraulic hand pump.  
Meanwhile, a hydraulic pump connected the inlet for the cell to the basin used for 
storage of the liquid, giving the initial flow to the system. The rest of the system 
comprised of various tubing and valves to carry flow to the cell and back to the basin for 
return, as well as out of the cell after filtration. The valves then could be used to close off 
or reduce the flow area for various connections to increase or decrease the pressure and 
flow in other parts of the system. Some adjustments were made over the course of using 
this system. In particular, the basin tank was changed later on in testing, from being 
constructed from a five-gallon bucket modified with a drain in the bottom, to a conical 
tank. This change was chosen due to the initial design leading to some liquid remaining 
in the tank after filtration and leading to some stagnation of liquid and reduced flow, 
particularly as a volume in the tank decreased. Figure 3.3 is an image showing the final 
setup utilized for this system. 
 
Figure 3.3: Design of final setup utilized to perform crossflow membrane filtration. 
 
Regarding the membranes utilized for the filtration cell, the two primary 
membranes used included a polyvinyl difluoride (PVDF) membrane with a 0.2-micron 
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pore size utilized for the microfiltration process, along with a temperature correction 
factor (TCF) reverse osmosis membrane. The reverse osmosis membrane is classified as 
a GE Osmonics SG TFC reverse osmosis membrane with an available pH range of 1-11, 
an average flux of 22 gpd, and an expected 98.2% rejection rate for saltwater (NaCl). In 
addition to these membranes tested, some other membranes were also tested later on, 
including a nanofiltration and two additional reverse osmosis membranes to determine 
the difference in impact the different kinds of membranes had on the filtration results. 
These membranes should all have a pore size at or below one nanometer, based off of 
estimations based on the membrane molecular weight cut-off value provided on the 
manufacturer website (Yoon, 2016). The nanofiltration membrane had an MWCO of 
200-400 Daltons, which should equate to a minimum pore size of one nanometer, while 
the reverse osmosis membranes had a molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) of 100 Dalton, 
which was estimated at 0.76-nanometer pore size. 
3.6 Economic/Environmental Monitoring 
To determine the economic impact of the separation barn, estimations were made 
both on the initial and the ongoing cost of operation, specific to the general operation of 
that barn. For that reason, we did not incorporate the cost of feed or labor into the annual 
or initial costs respectively, as those costs should not vary between the separation 
finishing barn and a deep-pit barn. The cost of construction and maintenance were also 
shown relative to the number of head for the barn (in this case 1,200 head) and the 
dimensions of the various buildings were also given to put the costs in perspective. All of 
the costs calculated were provided by the farm owner, based on their own records. 
Annual costs were based on the total cost of maintenance to date, divided by the years of 
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operation unless noted otherwise. As well, electrical cost contributed by the scraper 
system and conveyor system were also calculated based on provided average time of 
operation per day, extrapolated out to a yearly cost. Alongside these costs, electrical costs 
were also estimated relative to the daily liquid manure flow for the implementation of the 
membrane filtration system. This approximation was to see what the potential cost of 
filtration could be but was significantly limited by the difference in scale of how filtration 
would be utilized. In all cases, the electrical cost was calculated by the most recent 
average commercial cost of electricity per kilowatt-hour for Missouri (February 2018). 
Another environmental factor monitored over the course of the project was the air 
quality via sampling the exhaust fans of the separation barn. In particular, NH3 and H2S 
were monitored in a monthly fashion on visits to the farm. As a result, the techniques 
used would be considered incidental checks for air quality and may not be to the scale 
necessary to compute a definitive air quality for the barn. Time and temperature were 
recorded at the time the air quality was checked. Initially, both NH3 and H2S were 
measured utilizing chemical gas tubes pressurized using a hand pump (Dräger Accuro
®
, 
Draeger, Inc., Houston, TX). The tube utilized for NH3 monitoring had a measuring range 
of 2 to 30 ppm, while the H2Sgas tube ranged from 0.2 to 6 ppm. Measurements were 
taken to determine the air quality for each active fan. Tests typically included five trials 
(strokes) for each tube on each fan, taking the average of those tests for that fan quality. 
Additional trials may have been added as needed if the concentration was low or to arrive 
at an easier to identify final concentration to average. 
One major issue that developed in testing the air quality in this way was that the 
H2S tubes failed consistently to deliver a reading, in spite of adding additional strokes. 
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These tubes were utilized in the lab on experiments and with compressed gases 
containing H2S and would give a noticeable and fairly accurate result, so it was believed 
that the fan exhaust concentrations were below the minimum detectable range. To work 
around this issue, an H2S analyzer was purchased, with a minimum detection range of 
0.001 ppm to try and get some indication as to the H2S content output by the fans. The 
analyzer (Jerome 631-X Arizona Instrument LLC, Chandler AZ) was calibrated using 
zero air and a span gas of H2S before and after trips to the farm, to compare the 
differences and see if there was a drift before and after field testing. Tests were still 
performed with five trials, taking the average of the results and using that. 
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4. Results and Discussion 
4.1 Solid-Liquid Separation Finishing Barn Evaluation 
4.1.1 Liquid Manure Flow 
Figure 4.1 shows the correlation between the recorded depth and the actual depth 
from various in-lab trials performed with both loggers to determine the accuracy of each 
logger in increasing intervals of 6 inches. The results indicate the two loggers share a 
similar relative accuracy, and the calculated error never exceeded 10%. Generally, the 
average error calculated reduced with the newer logger and as time goes on, likely due to 
improved knowledge in utilizing the logger. 
 
Figure 4.1: Comparison of both loggers utilized at various points during the study, comparing the 
depth recorded by the logger to the actual liquid depth. 
 
With the logger accuracy established, the time and depth recordings were then 
utilized to create graphs representing the depth in the collection pit over time. While one 
dataset tended to represent about a month’s worth of records, the data itself was evaluated 
on a daily level. Figure 4.2 is a representation of a typical trend generated for a day of 
monitoring of the depth in the collection pit. The general aspects that were expected for 
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the depth graph for a given day include the range of depth being between 0.6 meters and 
1.0 meters, with the upper limit being dependent on where the float switch was located at 
the time. The depth steadily increased over time until the point of pumping, where the 
entire process consisted of a rapid decrease in depth and tended to complete and begin 
again after four to six minutes. Most of the pumping and more rapid manure 
accumulations happening during daylight hours when the pigs were awake, indicating 
diurnal characteristics for manure production, which aligns with when the swine were 
active. 
 
Figure 4.2: Example of a twenty-four hour period exhibiting normal flow behavior. In particular, note 
the relatively linear increase, and rapid, clean decreases. 
 
The next step taken to evaluate the liquid manure flow was converting the depth 
recordings into a daily volume. The way in which this conversion was done was by 
calculating the total volume pumped out of the collection pit daily. The easiest and most 
accurate option used to determine the volume was to calculate the total pumped depth 
manually, with the graphs being used for reference. The reason for using a manual 
conversion was that automatic processes could include noise in the results. As a result, 
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confirming the data manually allowed for more accurate representations of what was 
pumped out of the collection pit and a better understanding of the general pumping 
trends. In addition, the difference between the final and initial depth was also included 
into the depth records, to normalize the results better and remove some of the skewings 
the data can have due to random pumping at the beginning or the end of a day. The sum 
of the changes in depth provided a daily depth pumped, which then could be multiplied 
by the dimensions of the collection pit to determine a daily volume pumped out of the 
collection pit. Figure 4.3 shows the full dataset obtained over the course of the research 
period, with a daily volume pumped for each day. This dataset was completely 
unadjusted, so points, where there was data missing, was due to technical issues 
experienced by the barn or other problems necessitating the removal of the logger 
temporarily. 
 
Figure 4.3: Entirety of the recorded daily liquid volume pumped out of separation barn, without 
adjustment for removal of abnormal data. 
 
The wide variance in daily volume pumped seen in Figure 4.2 was indicative that 
there were factors leading to excess pumping and volume, so discovering these issues and 
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resolving them was important in getting a better idea of what the average volume being 
pumped was. Due to the large size of the dataset, covering close to 1.5 years of data 
recorded at a rate of one record every two minutes, it was difficult to evaluate the source 
of the issues looking at the data as a whole. Instead, evaluation shifted to looking at the 
data in a daily manner. Knowing what a typical day of filtration looks like thanks to 
Figure 4.2, identifying abnormal data becomes a much easier task. The abnormalities 
were typically identified as a series of rapid cycles on increasing and decreasing depth, 
still in the normally expected range, but in a highly condensed time period. This 
abnormal profile was the most common issue noticed in going through the data. Most 
other abnormalities manifested as an overflow of the pit with the depth being unusually 
high or with the pumping cycles themselves being unusual, such as the pumping out of 
the pit taking 10-20 minutes rather than 2-4 minutes. When these irregularities were 
identified in the data, the full day was removed from the dataset, as partial removal would 
still skew results. 
The next step in culling the abnormal dates from the full dataset was to try to 
explain why these incidents happened to begin with. There was no immediately identified 
the cause for the unusual results that explained every single date, but some causes were 
identified along the way. The biggest source of abnormality that was identified was 
rainfall. In comparing the dates with identified abnormal data with dates of precipitation, 
it was realized that all days with greater than 10 mm of precipitation all had some period 
of abnormal data. Figure 4.4 shows the correlation between the rainfall and another day 
with abnormal pumping data by aligning the pumping curve with the hourly rainfall. 
Figure 4.4 shows that the start of the rapid pumping lines up with the start of rainfall, and 
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the difference in the appearance of the data before and after rainfall starts shows how 
much of an impact that it can make. 
 
Figure 4.4: Comparison of the liquid flow to hourly rainfall. The two line up, indicating that rainfall is 
contributing to abnormal flow patterns and, as a result, increased flow. 
 
While the removal of dates with abnormality due to rainfall helped improve a 
multitude of outliers present in the data, this alone did not serve to fully remove all of the 
apparent inconsistencies. Some other sources of abnormal data were established, 
specifically dates where the logger was not in the collection pit for the entire day of 
logging (due to removal either for checking the logger or as a result of technical issues 
experienced in the pit), as well as identification of dates where barn washing was likely to 
have occurred (around sale dates). While rainfall accounted for around 30% of all 
abnormal data observed, the inclusion of these two factors increased this to 56% of all 
observed abnormal data.  
Factoring in points of minor abnormality, being dates which were removed due to 
periods of abnormality limited to under four hours and generally exhibited normal 
behavior, the number of removed dates account for 67% of the abnormal dates. As for 
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what could be contributing to the other third of the data exhibiting abnormal behavior, 
several possibilities have been theorized. Firstly, the abnormal data attributed to rainfall 
was only given to periods directly during rainfall periods, or within two hours of the end 
of the period. While the application of a general rule should generally act as a good 
limiting factor to make sure abnormality was not being misattributed, it also removes 
considerations for side effects for these periods. In particular, heavier rainfall may have 
allowed raised water levels present in the lagoon connected to the collection pit to allow 
for backwash to the collection pit after the fact, as well as potentially contribute to 
periods of rapid pumping with backwash happening at a similar rate to which the liquid 
was being pumped out. This exact occurrence was never directly identified, but one 
month’s sampling (October 2017) happened a few days after a large rainfall event, with 
multiple days of rapid pumping cycles following. The liquid sampled for that month, 
when analyzed, was found to have an extremely high moisture content and extremely low 
nutrient content. On top of those findings, the manure had an atypical pinkish hue to it, 
which had never been observed prior to or since. This coloration was similar to the color 
of the liquid in the lagoon the collection pit leads to, which seems to corroborate the 
backflow idea. 
With all of the abnormal dates excluded from the overall dataset, Figure 4.5 was 
produced. The daily flow rate ranged anywhere from 298 gallons to 1,840 gallons, with 
the average of all dates with a normal liquid flow being 885 gallons. This data range was 
much more consistent from day-to-day in comparison to the initial values obtained, but 
the removal of half of the dates monitored does limit the impact of the information. In 
particular, due to the technical issues experienced in July and August 2017, it was hard to 
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determine if the changes in the season have any effect on the flow rate. Due to the large 
range of dates analyzed, however, the altered dataset still includes over 250 days worth of 
data, which should still operate as a good approximation for analyzing the liquid flow 
rate. 
 
Figure 4.5: Daily liquid volume pumped out of separation barn, with dates identified with abnormal 
flow patterns removed. 
 
In addition to how the final liquid flow data was presented as daily values, daily 
average flow was also approximated in a weekly manner, for the sake of bettering later 
analysis. Figure 4.6 shows the weekly averages, which necessitated some additional 
restrictions for avoiding skewed data. For each week analyzed, a majority of the days 
(≥4) had to have complete, normal data to calculate that week’s average daily flow rate. 
On the whole, this method helped further tighten the range of average flow rates, ranging 
from around 500 gallons to slightly under 1,300 gallons. 
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Figure 4.6: Average daily volume pumped per week, with weeks with less than half of the day’s 
present following normal flow data excluded. 
 
4.1.2 Solid Manure Flow 
  Initial results of solid manure monitoring, prior to the installation of the camera 
system was sparse, as the only results collected were those calculated on trips to the farm 
for research, which led to monthly height measurements. This result proved to be 
impractical for solid pile accumulation, as any point where solid manure was removed 
from the shed would leave unknown variables to account for. In particular, we have no 
idea what the exact height of the pile prior to removal was, and accumulation should 
continue in the storage shed after removal, so the pile height measured afterward likely 
includes solids that were produced after removal. Once the camera was installed, regular 
monitoring became much easier to do. Figure 4.7 shows a comparison of two images 
collected after the installation of the camera system; set two weeks apart for the sake of 
providing contrast in pile size, to give an example of what was used for performing solid 
pile analysis. Height measurement was performed on the same area of the images, that 
being the left end of the rightmost block. This spot was initially chosen for the point of 
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analysis as it was an area where the boundary between the uncovered wall and the 
manure pile was easier to distinguish, and it was kept at that point as research was 
ongoing for the sake of consistency. 
 
Figure 4.7: Comparison of two images captured by the automated camera, spaced two weeks apart 
for greater change in pile height, as emphasized by the back wall. 
 
Figure 4.8 shows the unadjusted daily accumulation line for the solid manure 
storage since the installation of the camera. There were some significant points to address 
the figure to better understand some of the more abnormal results obtained. The first 
point to make was that the periods in April 2017 and February 2018 where the height 
profile of the manure had a significant drop-off. Those periods indicate the time where 
the solid manure was being moved out of the solid storage shed for shipping and was 
normal and unavoidable for the solid storage shed. Those time periods need to be 
removed during the full evaluation though, as it was not representative of the solid 
manure stream. The more major point of concern was the two large periods with very 
little accumulation overall. These two periods cover the ranges of mid-June 2017 to early 
September 2017 and then later September 2017 to later January 2018, which 
unfortunately was a large fraction of the time where the solid manure was monitored. 
Those dormant periods are denoted in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8: Daily solid pile accumulation over the course of operation of the automated camera, with 
periods of inactivity highlighted. 
 
Those long periods of inactivity were a result of mechanical issues with the 
conveyor system, where the cyclical portion of the conveyor had several parts breaking in 
a very short time period. The first period resulted in a bevy of issues that were seen in 
both the solid and liquid manure streams. Along with the manure not being moved to the 
solid storage shed, the built-up solid manure began draining out into the liquid manure 
collection pit, sizably increasing the volume being pumped out daily and increasing the 
solids content in the liquid manure, causing the consistency of the manure to be more 
similar to that of a slurry expected with a deep pit barn. Figure 4.9 shows an example of 
the manure quality during this first inactive period, highlighting the higher solid content 
in the liquid stream. The slurry pictured here also coincides with the first period of 
missing data shown in Figure 4.2, as the increased solids content necessitated that the 
pressure logger was removed to clean the collection pit. 
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Figure 4.9: Example of the effect of technical issues with the separation system on collection pit 
sample quality. Additional solids present skewed nutrient content and overall consistency of liquid samples 
while keeping solids from entering solid storage shed. 
 
The timeframe between the two highlighted periods was when the conveyor 
system was back working properly, but further mechanical issues and breakages occurred 
a few weeks later. Though this period of non-accumulation was longer than the first one, 
it did not correlate to similar issues of affecting the liquid stream as the first time did. 
This difference came as a result of learning with the first breakage, so an effort was put 
into removing the solids not being conveyed elsewhere and preventing accumulation in 
the collection pit. However, this method of removal prevented getting accurate records of 
the solid stream during this period as well, so the overall estimates for solid manure 
production rates had to be figured with a smaller overall range of data. This experience 
shows a downside of performing this research on a commercial barn rather than a 
research barn. While the results can represent real-world application better, when issues 
do occur, they will be resolved at the pace set by those running the barn. Ultimately, half 
of the separation stream was flowing normally, and the solids could still be shipped as 
needed, so resolving the issue of not being able to track daily solid manure accumulation 
was not an immediate issue worth addressing from a financial standpoint. Rather, those 
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issues were fixed at a point in January where several updates were made to the separation 
system and that resulted in the return to regular solid accumulation as was seen in Figure 
4.8. This improvement also contributed to why solid manure was monitored for an 
additional month after the liquid manure stream monitoring concluded, to try to improve 
the total data spread. 
  Removing the removal dates and non-accumulation dates, an average daily solid 
manure accumulation rate was determined. This average was 299 gallons, with a 
production range of 0 to 1,388 gallons. While the results were analyzed assuming 
consistent and regular solid manure conveying, the conveyor system was independent of 
the scraper system. The scraper system utilized algorithms measuring feed consumption 
to activate the scraper arms, so it may not necessarily have been operated as much or at 
all from one day to another. Average operation estimation was provided but still may 
allow for dates of inactivity, which may have led to no accumulation one day and a large 
accumulation the next. The other point to make is that the measurement of solid 
accumulation was limited by the resolution of the camera utilized to measure pile height. 
From day to day, there may not be enough accumulation over the surface of the pile to 
distinguish at the level of one pixel to another, so many of those zero accumulation days 
likely were waiting periods to the next measurable increase. As a result, the zero 
accumulation days included in the average were left in due to the fact that they seemed to 
lead to later accumulation down the line. 
  To show the average solid manure flow, given the existence of many days with no 
recorded solid manure increases, it was decided that calculating the daily average on a 
weekly basis would be a better option to improve understanding. Figure 4.10 shows the 
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weekly average for the daily solid manure stream flow, meaning each point given was the 
average flow for each day in a weeklong period. In comparing the average daily flow rate 
for the solid manure stream to that of the liquid manure stream, for the most part, the 
variance in available data was much less in terms of total volume. The typical output per 
day was also significantly less, with even the highest week’s daily average being below 
the adjusted average daily output for the liquid manure. It is also important to note that 
the highest value on the graph occurred after the second round of mechanical issues were 
resolved, so it likely had some additional solid manure to convey built up from a few 
days prior, increasing the total volume production rate, although we have no direct 
confirmation of this beyond the degree of variance and where it occurred. The lower 
average solid production compared to the liquid production seems to give an initial 
indication that the manure separation was aligning with the previously addressed 
parameters for total solid output for swine, but this will have to be explored more after 
evaluating nutrient content of the manure, as the moisture content of both streams will be 
utilized to determine the overall total solid ratio. 
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Figure 4.10: Average daily solid manure accumulation per week, removing dates with inactivity or 
abnormality obviously attributed to outside influences. 
 
4.2 Live Mass Analysis and Feed Consumption 
4.2.1 Live Mass and Inventory 
  Live mass and inventory numbers for the finishing barn over the observation 
period are shown in Figure 4.11. The two lines consisted of the sum of the live mass and 
the inventory present in all four barn rooms, each of which house a separate group 
generally dissociated by a period of 35 days, meaning they were all in different stages of 
the primary growth period for the pigs. In spite of the changes in growth rate, the general 
trend for both curves remains relatively constant as time goes on, and the data had a 
natural tendency to subdivide itself into individual periods. These periods start at the 
point of a new group entering the finishing barn and conclude at the point where the 
oldest group in the set was sold off. These individual periods were distinguishable from 
one another in the full graph, with always being a large, steep drop-off in live mass, while 
the inventory either increasing or decreasing in a significant fashion at the point where 
the live mass drop-off was. Occasionally there was a larger dip for a time frame of a day 
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or two, and this represents times when the new group was not moved in by the next day 
after moving out the previous group. The inventory curve was a steady decrease 
downward for each period, with mortality rates generally being somewhere in the range 
of 3-8% depending on the group, so none of the periods were significantly different from 
one another. 
 
Figure 4.11: Daily live mass and inventory (headcount) for all rooms combined over the course of 
this study. 
 
In comparison, the live mass curves were generally steady, with a near-linear 
increase in value for the combination of the four rooms. However, live mass for an 
individual group was not estimated using a linear equation. Figure 4.12 shows an 
example of the curve created by the use of the polynomial equation addressed for 
estimating swine growth. The general shape of the curve follows a slight S-pattern, with a 
slow rise to an exponential growth then flattening out to a slight exponential decay as the 
average mass per pig increase past a certain point. The fact that the polynomial equation 
used had both periods of growth and decay helped explain the reason for why the 
combined values were similar to a linear increase, as the time separation in the groups 
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tended the curve toward a more linear curve. Nonlinear curves are often used for 
estimation of swine mass, with further research being done for the sake of determining 
the best models for live mass growth (Strathe et al., 2010). However, due to the lack of 
regular weigh-ins for the pigs reared in this experiment, and the fact that the growth curve 
was not the focus of this research project, a unique curve was not developed for this 
project. Instead, the utilized growth curve was developed in a previous study analyzing 
weekly pig growth performed by some of the investigators involved in this study and it 
was modified based on what weight estimations were provided to better represent the 
growth trends for this study (Jin et al., 2012). 
 
Figure 4.12: Example curve of live mass growth over course of time in the finisher, with equation 
forming curve shape. 
 
4.2.2 Feed Consumption Data 
  The complete feed data is presented in Figure 4.13, with each point representing 
the total feed consumed over a two week period, with each point having a week of 
overlap with the two points immediate to either side of them. The range of total 
consumption for these periods varied from a minimum of 48,547 lbs to a maximum of 
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107,993 lbs, with an average consumption rate of 78,134 lbs. Given that the average 
headcount over the course of this project was 1047 head, this averaged to each pig eating 
74.6 lbs in a two week period, or 5.33 lbs of feed per day. This rate of feed consumption 
seemed to be comparable to the estimated feed consumption for pigs in other 
experiments, indicating that the feed records should be reliable (House et al., 2002; De 
Lange & Baidoo, n.d.). The shape of the curve from this data followed a constantly 
cycling pattern of increase and decrease, which would be expected as larger pigs were 
sold and newer pigs were brought in. 
 
Figure 4.13: Bi-weekly feed curve incorporating total feed consumed by all groups, with a single 
week overlap between each data point. 
 
Figure 4.14 compares that feed curve to the live mass curve derived earlier. The 
results were interesting, although somewhat difficult to come to specific conclusions on, 
as the inconsistent feed records necessitated the biweekly records, while the live mass 
was recorded daily. There were a variety of moments where the changes in live mass 
seem to align well with the feed consumption, as expected, but there were some times 
where the changes seemed to follow the opposite trajectory. Those occurrences could be 
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circumstantial and may still represent periods where data was skewed due to the sale date 
being at an inopportune time for the analysis process. The overall trend of live mass and 
feed consumption, representing the general direction the data is headed rather than the 
constant increases and decreases seem to follow each other fairly well. As well, while 
there is a fairly strong correlation between feed intake and growth rates, the two do not 
still seem to have a capacity to diverge slightly, based on presented curves in previous 
research (Rauw et al., 2009). Given the fact that this research follows four pig groups at 
different points in growth, it is unknown if that would contribute to it. 
 
Figure 4.14: Live mass and feed curves compared to one another. 
 
4.2.3 Adjustments and Comparisons 
  Prior to directly comparing the feed and live mass data to see what if any 
correlation the two data sets have, it was determined that the feed data provided to us 
could be utilized to help in identifying inaccuracies noticed regarding mortality rate 
estimations off of what was provided to us by the farm. Specifically, for two sales periods 
(June to July 2017 and December 2017) the sales numbers of groups provided did not 
align with the initial headcount provided, both with periods of time where the sales 
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number were higher than the group that should have been sold that month, as well as 
much lower than it should have been. In sorting out this confusing result with the farm 
owner, it was discovered that on occasion where some pigs were not meeting a minimum 
sale weight threshold, the pigs were moved on sale day to a separate holding barn for a 
month or longer for additional growth. That second barn was not connected to the 
finishing barn analyzed, so it would not affect the results obtained from it and would 
contribute to the dates with a larger sale number than the initial headcount for the group. 
Figure 4.15 shows how we resolved this issue, where the initial and final inventories were 
compared to the total feed consumed by each individual group. The results showed a 
strong correlation between the initial inventory and feed, and a weak correlation between 
the final inventory and feed (R-squared values were 0.9298 and 0.085 respectively). As a 
result, when trying to adjust calculated mortality, the initial inventory values were given 
preference over the final inventory data. 
 
Figure 4.15: Comparison of initial and final headcount for each pig group to total feed consumed by 
each group, indicating initial data was more reliable than the final data. 
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4.2.4 Correlation Between Live Mass and Manure Production 
  Another point to evaluate regarding the live mass growth was to check if there 
was any apparent correlation between the live mass and the manure production. Figures 
4.16 and 4.17 show the correlation between the average weekly live mass compared to 
the average weekly liquid manure flow rate and average weekly liquid manure flow rate, 
respectively. Both graphs indicate that the correlation between the observed quantities is 
weak, with the R-squared for each being below 0.05. This result was not what was 
anticipated, as it was expected that the as the pigs grow to a higher mass, the rate of 
manure production would increase accordingly. While how that increase would manifest 
was not known, the findings here were much more indicative of there not being any 
relationship between changes in live mass aligning with the change in manure 
production. 
 
Figure 4.16: Correlation between liquid flow and average live mass. 
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Figure 4.17: Correlation between solid flow and average live mass. 
 
4.3 Pretreatment and Filtration 
4.3.1 Pretreatment Tests 
  The first and the simplest pretreatment process incorporated for the liquid manure 
was the utilization of a fine mesh screen for solid particle removal. The screen utilized 
was a metal coffee filter, which had a pore size of 70 microns, which allows for removal 
of larger suspended particles. This pre-filtering was done as a solution to an issue 
experienced in early testing with the crossflow cell, where any larger suspended particles 
would build up on the membrane and the spacer used in the device, which would 
accumulate until it began to block the flow of the liquid manure. The blockage would 
lead to the cell itself over-pressurizing, which in extreme cases could even lead to 
displacement of the O-rings in the cell unit, which led to the leaking or spraying of the 
liquid being filtered. Those larger particles were blocked by the metal mesh, and the 
speed at which flow went was extremely high. In most cases, flow through the screen was 
instantaneous, with the time taken for a five-gallon bucket being around five to ten 
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minutes. The one factor contributing to the slowing of flow was the build-up of solid 
particles on the mesh itself, which was fixed by rinsing with water, which could be done 
in ten to fifteen seconds for each rinse, with the liquid being filtered in this test usually 
needing a rinse for every half gallon filtered.  
Rinsing for the metal mesh screen likely could be done more efficiently, as 
rinsing was done typically as soon as the flow through the mesh slowed at all, rather than 
when there was a full blockage. The only exception to the speed of filtration was during 
the times when solid content in the liquid manure was higher than normal. In particular, 
the periods during which solids were collecting in the collection pit (July and August 
2017) had moisture content under 90%, which led to complete blockage of the mesh 
essentially as soon as it came in contact with the liquid, which was a major factor for why 
filtration could not be done during those months. Since the average moisture content was 
around 97%, and there were no months from the point where implementation of the mesh 
filter began with a moisture content below 95%, it is hard to know what can be seen as 
the cutoff for where the mesh no longer works as expected. As well, it was not known if 
whether what the solid particle consisted of matters, but testing seemed to indicate 
efficacy for liquid above 95% moisture content.  
In a similar vein to the mesh, the next step looked at for pretreatment involved the 
utilization of various membranes in conjunction with a vacuum pump for a more refined 
solid particle removal process. The four membranes utilized had pore sizes of 40 
microns, 25 microns, 20 microns, and 10 microns and were tested after the mesh screen. 
One worry initially was that solid particle accumulation of some sort would occur even 
after using the metal mesh, with the larger size particles that fit through the pores acting 
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similarly to the particles blocked by the mesh, if given enough time to accumulate. The 
multiple membranes were tested as initial tests with just the 20-micron filter proved to be 
fairly slow, so there was hope that by filtering the liquid incrementally, the speed of 
filtration for each membrane would increase. 
Ultimately, this pretreatment filtration option was found to be inefficient in speed, 
while also not appearing to have a sizeable impact on the filtration for the crossflow cell. 
Regarding the inefficiency, using four separate membranes was quite time-consuming, as 
depending on the solid content of the manure and the membrane being used, the flow 
could essentially stop. This method caused extreme difficulty in trying to monitor the 
speed of liquid flow in this manner, as there were times where some liquid would remain 
unfiltered through the membrane even after being left overnight. As a result, this 
technique was thrown out before significant progress could be made. Compounding on 
this decision, later tests using the manure that had just been through the mesh screen did 
not have any issues with solid accumulation in the same way as had been experienced 
without the screen. As a result, the practical purpose for the other pretreatment 
membranes did not appear to be as needed as first thought, at least within the context of 
this study. 
Regarding pretreatment via chemical addition, the first option tested was the 
addition of sulfuric acid to the manure during the filtration process. The change in pH 
present in the manure was significant over the course of operation, with the initial pH of 
manure collected increasing while being filtered using the crossflow cell. The manure, at 
the point at which it was ready for use in membrane filtration, had a pH range averaging 
in the high 7’s (7.79). Without any adjustment, the pH of the manure present in the basin 
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after tests would increase, going beyond a pH of 8, which Masse’s research indicates 
should reduce the efficacy of the removal of particles, such as total ammonia-nitrogen 
and dry matter (Masse et al., 2008). As a result, pH adjustment was tested; utilizing 
sulfuric acid was done to reduce the degree to which this happened. Early tests using 
different concentrations of sulfuric acid indicated that higher molarity acids were 
preferred, even when considering that the adjustment desired was not particularly large 
(~7.8 pH to ~6.5 pH). A test comparing sulfuric acid with concentrations of N/50, 6.0 N, 
and 10.0 N was conducted using 250 mL manure samples of identical pH (7.76), with the 
N/50 concentration essentially being ineffectual (pH 7.58 for 50 mL added) while the 
other two concentrations seemed to work at around the same efficacy for the test, in spite 
of different concentrations (6.0 N with pH 6.64 and 10.0 N with pH 6.66 for 2 mL added 
each). Further testing found relatively similar rates of change between the two acids, so 
for the purposes of acidic addition, they could be used interchangeably, assuming pH was 
continually monitored. 
Figure 4.18 shows the comparison of the pH measured for the manure at various 
points during filtration when including the adjustment. Specifically, the figure shows the 
average pH for the manure prior to adjustment (Untreated), the pH after adjustment (pH-
Adjusted), the pH of the manure that passed through the membrane (Filtrate), and the pH 
of the manure that was recycled back into the basin (Recycled (Unfiltered)). These results 
show the change in pH during filtration, increasing almost by a whole factor on average 
for the filtrate and recycled manure, which seems to indicate that pH adjustment, 
alongside results found in previous studies, may slow or even stop pH from increasing 
beyond a level of 8.0 or higher, at least in regards for testing in this study, where average 
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run time for an individual test was kept to an hour. Increases in pH being experienced 
during membrane filtration had been noted in past research, so these findings were 
consistent with that (Mondor et al., 2008). 
 
Figure 4.18: Change in liquid manure pH, relative to the current state of filtration that the manure is 
currently in. 
 
Another potential benefit that the addition of acid may have helped with was the 
reduction of foam formation in the liquid manure during the filtration process. Early tests 
of reverse osmosis filtration often would take multiple hours, due to slow flow rates. 
Occasionally these slow flow rates would pair with whitish foam formation, as shown in 
Figure 4.19, forming in the collection basin. Previous studies had also noted issues with 
foam formation over the course of membrane filtration for liquid manure (Karakashev et 
al., 2008). This issue was difficult to track as the actual source of the problem was never 
properly identified, in large part because the issue was somewhat rare. The smell 
produced by the foam had a strong ammonia scent, not shared by the liquid manure 
normally. This odor led to a theory that the foam may be a by-product of the reverse 
mechanism utilized in pH adjustment, with ammonium in the manure converting back to 
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free NH3. Addition of the sulfuric acid to the manure appeared to reduce issues with 
foaming once implemented, although the fact that the foaming could not be consistently 
replicated does throw this into question. While foaming was not experienced with acidic 
adjustment of the manure down to a pH of 6.5, other changes also may have kept this 
issue from occurring as well. A few months after pH adjustment was utilized 
consistently, the holding basin was replaced from a flat bottom bucket to a cone-shaped 
one, and tests without pH adjustment were conducted at various points with the new 
container with no issues of foaming. As a result, the source of the issue may have been 
caused or exacerbated by the old set-up allowing for liquid at the bottom of the basin to 
stagnate, instead of obtaining regular flow. Further investigation may lead to a better 
understanding of the source of this issue and if the reverse chemical reaction was to 
blame in some way. 
 
Figure 4.19: Example of foam formed in the liquid holding basin. 
 
Testing with calcium carbonate was started to try to remove improve settling and 
to hopefully help further remove solids in the liquid manure. The first test performed was 
to check the concentration of calcium carbonate that would best reduce solids in the 
liquid manure. The calcium carbonate should reduce the presence of some of the solids 
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via the cations produced precipitating the particles (Sherman et al., 2000). Table 4.1 
shows the results of a volatile and total suspended solids test with four sets of liquid 
manure collected from the same month, with calcium carbonate concentrations of 0 g/L, 
3 g/L, 6 g/L, and 9 g/L. The overall results did not indicate a strong difference between 
the different concentrations, but for what differences were noticed, the 3 g/L 
concentration seemed to do the best job at solids removal, which lines up with 
concentration utilized in previous tests (Agomoh, 2012). As a result, during filtration, 
tests were done with sets of liquid manure including both a set with no calcium carbonate 
added in, as well as a set with 3 g/L concentration calcium carbonate. 
Table 4.1: Comparison of volatile solid content present in manure treated with calcium carbonate at 
varying concentrations. 
Sample Concentration Initial Mass (g) Total Solid Mass Content (%) Volatile Solid Content (%) 
0 g/L CaCO3 40.1 2.21% 43.7% 
3 g/L CaCO3 37.3 2.15% 42.4% 
6 g/L CaCO3 41.7 2.37% 47.7% 
9 g/L CaCO3 39.9 2.80% 55.9% 
 
For each month where filtration analysis was performed, samples were submitted 
for each level of filtration being covered with and without calcium carbonate added. 
Figure 4.20 shows the average concentrations calculated for reverse osmosis for various 
nutrients tested for both sets. The overall results did not show any significant 
improvement between nutrient concentrations for any of the measured particles between 
the applications of calcium carbonate. In fact, the calcium carbonate samples tended to 
have slightly higher concentrations of the measured constituents. This increase appears to 
be a result of averaging each tests data, as each nutrient had at least one set of samples 
where the calcium carbonate manure had a lower concentration than the sample without. 
Ultimately, these findings indicate that calcium carbonate addition was ineffectual within 
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the context and application used for this research project. Considering previous tests 
indicated greater efficacy than what was witnessed here, a review of the overall 
pretreatment process was done to determine the cause of the underwhelming results. 
Firstly, the study cited for work with calcium carbonate tended to have settling happen 
over the course of a multitude of days, whereas typical settling for testing with membrane 
filtration was only 24 hours. Additionally, the overall solid content of the manure used 
for filtration was quite low, and other pretreatment tests should have lowered the solid 
content further. Specifically, use of the metal mesh should essentially removal all larger 
suspended and colloidal solids, leaving the majority of solid content left in the manure as 
suspended solids. These larger particles, due to higher mass, should be subject to greater 
effect for gravity separation, so the primary target for the calcium carbonate to contribute 
to removal was being removed regardless for the sake of filtration functioning properly. 
Overall, there may still be some use for calcium carbonate to reduce solid content for 
manure filtration, but the addition of other pretreatment options may reduce the impact of 
the addition. 
 
Figure 4.20: Comparison of nutrient content of reverse osmosis filtrate from samples with and 
without calcium carbonate added prior to filtration. 
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4.3.2 Membrane Filtration 
  The first factor of the membrane filtration that was evaluated was the general flow 
rates calculated for both the microfiltration membrane and the primary reverse osmosis 
membrane utilized in this study. In performing testing on the filtration unit, it was first 
noticed that the flow rate of the cell seemed to change as filtration was carried out, with 
the flow being especially high for the initial minutes of a new test. To check the flow 
over the course of the various membrane filtration tests performed, tests were conducted 
over the course of one hour, with the results separated into fifteen-minute intervals to 
observe the changes. The volume collected was then measured and converted into a flow 
rate, which then was averaged in Figures 4.21 and 4.22. Figure 4.21 shows the flow rate 
calculated for each fifteen-minute interval for both membranes for distilled water, while 
Figure 4.22 gives the results for tests with liquid manure. The results reported for the 
microfiltration membrane were found at a pressure of 240 psi and the reverse osmosis 
membrane was operated at 360 psi. The average results were as expected, relative to one 
another, with distilled water flowing much easier than the liquid manure, and the 
microfiltration membrane having a higher flow rate than the reverse osmosis membrane.  
The data also indicates that flow rate in the microfiltration membrane should be higher 
than in the reverse osmosis membrane across the board, as the flow of liquid manure for 
it was higher than the flow of the distilled water through the reverse osmosis membrane. 
The four sets of data, while varied in total flow rate depending on the membrane and 
filter used, followed a similar trend confirming some of what we were seeing prior to 
checking, with a significantly higher flow rate in the first fifteen minutes of filtration, 
followed by a drop-off with a continued, but much more slight, trend downward. This 
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result was expected, as the flux in the membrane should decrease as permeate flows 
through the membrane, as there should be membrane fouling occurring during the 
filtration process. This general trend for membrane flux, specifically with a rapid 
decrease early in filtration followed by an elongated and less pronounced decline 
following, has been noted in membrane research before, even in cases with pure water 
(Song, 1998). Testing corroborates these results, indicating that the initial flow rate for a 
pretested membrane at a high point, decreasing from there (Abbas, 2006). The primary 
point of concern based on this data instead was whether the higher initial flow rate was 
indicative that membrane rejection rates were decreased for this period, leading to lower 
permeate quality initially due to leakage. 
 
Figure 4.21: Average flow rate calculated for microfiltration and reverse osmosis with distilled 
water, for tests measuring fifteen-minute intervals over the course of an hour. 
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Figure 4.22: Average flow rate calculated for microfiltration and reverse osmosis with liquid 
manure, for tests measuring fifteen-minute intervals over the course of an hour. 
 
When additional testing necessitated additional membranes to be tested to further 
understand the results being obtained, two additional reverse osmosis membranes (TriSep 
and SW30XLE) and a nanofiltration membrane were also tested alongside the 
membranes tested prior. In testing these membranes, flow rates were monitored for each 
membrane during testing for a month’s filtration analysis (April 2018). These results 
were separate from the results calculated for the flow rates calculated in the previous flow 
rate graphs, so the results obtained do not contribute to that finding. While the testing was 
performed in a similar manner to testing in previous months (periods separated every 
fifteen minutes, microfiltration was performed prior to testing samples with nanofiltration 
and reverse osmosis), the overall results obtained had to be presented differently due to 
the small datasets obtained as a result of a compressed testing period not being conducive 
to creating an average baseline for every fifteen minute interval. Figure 4.23 shows the 
results obtained for the flow rates for each membrane for distilled water before and after 
filtration with liquid manure, as well as the flow rate of the manure as well. The results 
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obtained for the two additional reverse osmosis membranes were interesting, as they do 
not follow the expected general trends that the originally tested membranes did. It is 
important to note that the two new reverse osmosis membranes used were completely 
new and tested for the first time during this monitoring period, and the amount of liquid 
needed for analysis was obtained in that testing period, so each of them only represent the 
average flow rate for a singular test, so further testing could lead to the results following 
the general trend the other membranes showed. Analysis of the nutrient content for each 
of the membranes tested may indicate whether the different flow rates were indicative of 
any problems experienced during testing. 
 
Figure 4.23: Flow rate through the membrane for each membrane utilized, comparing all of them for 
liquid manure, as well as distilled water before and after liquid manure filtration. 
 
4.4 Nutrient Analysis 
4.4.1 Raw Manure Analysis 
  The first hurdle in analyzing the nutrient quality of the manure obtained from the 
farm was determining the validity of the results gathered. This potential issue presented 
itself in completely different ways for both the solid and the liquid manure streams. The 
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solid manure did not seem to suffer from issues of wide variance between different 
monthly samples and had no clear outliers present in the data, so all monthly samples 
were kept in the final data set. In comparison, the liquid manure had many more issues 
noted in regard to variance between nutrient content. This variance was primarily 
determined by comparison of the data from month to month and determining when data 
was a major outlier. Figure 4.24 shows the nutrient concentrations of nitrogen, 
phosphorus, and potassium, as well as the moisture content for every month, monitored 
during this study before outliers, was removed. 
 
Figure 4.24: Liquid manure nutrient concentrations for each month, prior to the removal of outliers. 
 
Typically with the manure analysis, higher moisture content leads to lower 
nutrient content and vice versa. This general rule does not exhibit an extremely consistent 
correlation though, so evaluating moisture content was decided to be the best option for 
evaluation to avoid inconsistent evaluation. Data with moisture content below 95% and 
above 99.5% were removed, as manure below 95% moisture content started to have high 
enough solids where it indicated scraping was not properly being employed, while 
manure above 99.5% was high enough to where it seemed to indicate additional water 
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coming in from a separate source from the swine. As well, records of issues with the barn 
were compared to the data to find any other dates that may not be accurate. In the end, 
those sources of abnormality resulted in eight total exclusions from the liquid manure 
dataset, out of a total of nineteen months monitored. Figure 4.25 shows the modified 
monthly manure characteristics, while Figure 4.26 shows the monthly samples for the 
solid manure nutrient content, which did not necessitate exclusion of outlier data. 
 
Figure 4.25: Liquid manure nutrient concentrations for each month, after the removal of outlier 
dates. 
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Figure 4.26: Solid manure nutrient concentrations for each month. 
 
Next, the monthly manure nutrient content has been averaged and is presented in 
Table 4.2. In all categories excluding moisture content, the solid manure was higher in 
concentration by a factor of at least twice that of the liquid manure. This result did make 
sense, as lower moisture content conversely leads to higher solids content, where those 
nutrients were present. The average moisture content for the liquid manure was 97.7%, 
which falls into the general moisture range for the liquid manure to be treated as an actual 
liquid. Meanwhile, the solid manure had a moisture content averaging 72.5%, which falls 
into the solids range necessary to be considered fully “stackable”. These results were a 
good indication of the separation system having an effect on the manure produced, as 
there was a tangible and sizable difference in comparing the qualities of the two manure 
streams. 
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Table 4.2: Average nutrient concentration for both the solid and the liquid manure stream. 
 Nitrogen 
(ppm) 
Ammonium 
(ppm) 
Phosphorus 
(ppm) 
Potassium 
(ppm) 
Carbon 
(%) 
Moisture 
(%) 
Liquid 
Manure 
3,334 3,199 669 2,762 1.18 97.7 
Solid 
Manure 
15,864 6,763 5,890 7,020 13.2 72.5 
 
The next consideration to take in evaluating the manure nutrient quality was to 
combine the average nutrient content with the average flow rates calculated earlier to 
determine the total nutrient flow produced daily. Table 4.3 shows the nutrient flow for 
both the solid and liquid streams, then shows the combined content from both streams, 
and then calculates a percent removal rate for each nutrient from the liquid manure 
stream. The average removal rate for nitrogen and ammonium ended up being very 
comparable to the results obtained in the von Bernuth university farm study (von Bernuth 
et al., 2005), but the removal rates calculated for phosphorus and potassium both ended 
up being lower in this study in comparison to the von Bernuth study. Table 4.4 compares 
the results obtained in this research study to the results obtained in the von Bernuth study 
for an easier source of comparison. 
Table 4.3: Nutrient flow rates for both manure streams and the associated rate of removal of each 
component from the liquid stream. 
 Nitrogen Ammonium Phosphorus Potassium Carbon Total Solids 
Liquid Manure  
 (gal/day) 
2.95 2.83 0.59 2.44 10.44 20.26 
Solid Manure  
(gal/day) 
4.74 2.02 1.76 2.10 39.47 82.20 
Total Manure  
(gal/day) 
7.69 4.85 2.35 4.54 49.91 102.45 
Percent Removal from 
Liquid (%) 
61.66% 41.68% 74.85% 46.21% 79.09% 80.23% 
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Table 4.4: Comparison of nutrient removal rate from this study and previously conducted von Bernuth 
study. 
 Nitrogen Ammonium Phosphorus Potassium Carbon 
Removal Rate for Brown Study 
(%) 
61.7% 41.7% 74.9% 46.2% 79.1% 
Removal Rate for von Bernuth 
Study (%) 
67.4% 39.1% 91.0% 59.7% 91.6% 
 
The other comparison point that needs to be made to evaluate the nutrient quality 
of the manure was to the general manure characteristics expected for swine manure 
provided by the report on manure characteristics put out by the ASAE (2010). Since their 
numbers were presented for a solid-liquid slurry, the numbers presented for our study will 
be based on the values shown in Table 4.3 for total nutrient content, converted to a 
percent total in the stream compared to the total volume produced. In comparing the two 
results, as shown in Table 4.5, overall nutrient content seems consistent, with the 
exception of the potassium concentration, where the potassium flow calculated for the 
manure from the finishing barn was notably higher than the expected concentration. 
Table 4.5: Comparison of total nutrient concentration present in combined streams between what 
was found for this study and ASAE standards. 
 Moisture Nitrogen Ammonium Phosphorus Potassium 
Total Concentration Relative to 
Volume (Brown) (%) 
8.7% 0.65% 0.41% 0.20% 0.38% 
Total Concentration Relative to 
Volume (ASAE) (%) 
9.0% 0.7% 0.5% 0.21% 0.24% 
 
After the course of this study was completed, the farmer informed us of 
improvements to the solid-liquid separation efficiency that had taken place. After dealing 
with a variety of issues with separation, due to the scraper and conveyor malfunctions 
that were noted earlier in the paper, many of the parts in the system were replaced and 
updated. Incidental observation indicated that the moisture content of the solid manure 
being produced was lower, so an additional sample was procured for analysis in July 
2018. The moisture content of the sample analyzed was 65.7%, which was more similar 
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to the results found for the von Bernuth study (66%) than what was found in this study 
(72.5%). It was hard to determine if one sample was indicative of overall improved 
moisture content. To try to quantify the significance of the result, the standard deviation 
of the original dataset was determined (3.26), which equated to a difference between the 
average and the new data of slightly over two standard deviations (2.08). That result 
indicates that the change in moisture content was just outside of the standard deviation 
limit for a 95% confidence interval (1.96), which could be an indicator that the lower 
moisture content was not likely due to expected deviation. As a result, it appears the 
lower moisture content found here is possible for a commercial separation barn, but that 
separation efficiency can vary on the state the separator system is currently in. As a 
result, keeping track of moisture content over the course of operation should be a sign as 
to whether the separator was working at an optimal efficiency. 
4.4.2 Nutrient/Manure Flow Correlations 
  In trying to further understand nutrient concentrations relative to the manure flow, 
the next step was to align the calculated flow for both the manure overall, as well as the 
individual nutrients tracked to see how the two correlated to one another. This line of 
analysis was interesting, as the nutrient flows were calculated utilizing the manure flow 
in the estimate. The results were more indicative of the relative consistency of nutrient 
concentrations over the course of the research period, rather than seeing if there was any 
unobserved relationship between manure flow and nutrient flow explicitly. To provide a 
more sizable set of data to perform the correlation with, average manure and nutrient 
flow were calculated on a weekly basis. To calculate that finding, the average flow rate 
for both the solid and liquid streams were calculated weekly, with weeks with less than 
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four days of usable data, as determined earlier when determining abnormal data, were 
excluded to reduce the risk of the data skewing. For calculating the nutrient content for 
the manure, each month’s nutrient concentrations were used for all dates within the 
month, due to an inability to know any rate of change or variance day-to-day between 
sampling points. As a result, months where the nutrient concentrations were excluded 
(due to extremely high/low moisture content) also were not used for the data correlations. 
Figure 4.27 shows the correlations calculated for the solid manure flow, comparing the 
average weekly flows of nitrogen, ammonium, phosphorus, and potassium compared to 
the average weekly manure flow, respectively. Overall, the correlation between the 
different nutrient flows and the manure flow were strong, with only phosphorus falling 
below 0.9 for the R-squared value. Considering the nutrient flow was the product of the 
manure flow and the nutrient content, this would seem to indicate that the nutrient 
content was relatively constant between the different months observed, which would be 
helpful on the producer side for the application. 
 
Figure 4.27: Correlation between solid manure flow and nutrient flow for nitrogen (upper left), 
ammonium (upper right), phosphorus (lower left), and potassium (lower right). 
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Figure 4.28 shows the correlations calculated for the liquid manure, comparing 
the various nutrient flows to the manure flow as with the solid manure correlations above. 
The results observed show a much weaker overall correlation in comparison to the solid 
manure, where the highest R-squared value calculated was 0.12 for potassium. This result 
indicates an opposite takeaway of that found for the solid manure, that being that the 
nutrient concentrations can vary significantly between months, even with the more 
apparent points of abnormality being excluded. These results were important for a variety 
of reasons, the first of which was what this indicates for the producer. Given the variance 
between months for the liquid manure, utilizing the liquid manure for land application 
was a more complicated endeavor, as the concentration may not be consistent if manure 
used was collected on different days, or with different pigs. One factor that should be 
considered and explored in future testing is how big of an impact water consumption 
rates have on the moisture content of the liquid manure, which could potentially 
contribute to dilution to different degrees depending on if water consumption is constant 
or not. This uncertainty was due to the fact that the water consumption rates were not 
recorded by farm staff, while issues with rainfall were already sorted, so it was the main 
problem that could be identified to alter nutrient concentration. Other than that, the 
results indicate a greater nutrient variance in the liquid manure compared to the solid 
manure over the testing period. 
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Figure 4.28: Correlation between liquid manure flow and nutrient flow for nitrogen (upper left), 
ammonium (upper right), phosphorus (lower left), and potassium (lower right). 
 
4.4.3 Manure Filtration Results 
  Figure 4.29 shows the average of the results of the analyzed manure samples, for 
unfiltered manure, manure filtered through the microfiltration membrane, and the manure 
filtered through the reverse osmosis membrane, for each of the monitored nutrients and 
solids. The data shown indicate some unexpected results, both for the microfiltration 
membrane and the reverse osmosis membrane. First off, the microfiltration membrane 
results had higher concentrations of ammonium, total Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN), and total 
suspended solids, compared to the unfiltered manure samples. This result was surprising, 
but further discussion with the company through which the filtration unit and membranes 
were purchased helped illuminate the cause of this. The microfiltration pore size was 
large enough to the point where it was not able to reject nitrogen or ammonium, which 
should result in nearly all of those nutrients passing through, while still allowing the 
rejection of other nutrients, thereby increasing the concentration of the manure in a 
relative sense. Meanwhile, the rejection rate of the reverse osmosis membrane, while 
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consistently lower compared to the unfiltered manure, was not to the level expected for 
reverse osmosis. The discussion with the company through which the membranes were 
purchased indicated that the rejection rate should be around 80%, but the average 
removal for all measured nutrients was 31.6%, with a range of removal from 21.1% for 
removal of the total suspended solids to 47.0% removal of potassium. This result is 
indicative of some sources of an issue in the filtration process itself. The next step is to 
determine what the source of the problem is. 
 
Figure 4.29: Nutrient concentrations and solid content for unfiltered manure, microfiltration filtered 
manure, and reverse osmosis filtered manure. 
 
While the nutrient removal was lower on average than the expected result for the 
reverse osmosis filtration, the results still have some relevance. Table 4.6 incorporates the 
average change in nutrient content in comparing initial concentrations to that of the 
reverse osmosis filtrate and extrapolating those results to the findings for the nutrient 
separation rates achieved by the solid-liquid separation system. These results show that 
the combined efforts of the separation and the filtration allow for removal of over 50% of 
the four primary monitored nutrients, and improve nutrient removal of nitrogen, 
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ammonium, and potassium notably in comparison to the von Bernuth study. It is 
important to note phosphorus separation was still lower than what was reported in the von 
Bernuth study, however. These findings would indicate that the combination of both the 
separation and the filtration will leave the liquid stream with 26.9% of the total nitrogen, 
45.5% of the ammonium, 15.2% of the phosphorus, and 28.5% of the potassium present 
in the total manure stream. These distributions resulted in an annual production rate for 
the liquid stream of 756 gallons of nitrogen, 807 gallons of ammonium, 131 gallons of 
phosphorus, and 471 gallons of potassium. 
Table 4.6: Details on the removal rate of measured nutrients combining removal via separation and 
membrane filtration. 
 Nitrogen Ammonium Phosphorus Potassium 
Daily Total Nutrient Flow (gal/day) 7.7 4.9 2.4 4.5 
Daily Liquid Stream Mass (gal/day) 3.0 2.8 0.6 2.4 
Percent Removal from Liquid 
Stream (%) 
61.7 41.7 74.9 46.2 
Daily Filtered Liquid Stream 
(gal/day) 
2.1 2.2 0.4 1.3 
Percent Removal from Filtered 
Stream (%) 
73.1 54.5 84.8 71.5 
 
4.4.4 Additional Membrane Tests 
  The first potential issue looked at was testing of additional membranes to 
determine if the issue was due to the membranes selected being inadequate for the tests 
being performed. The test was performed with two additional reverse osmosis 
membranes and an additional nanofiltration membrane. Table 4.7 shows the nutrient 
concentrations attained for each membrane tested, along with an unfiltered control 
sample. These results were indicative of the nutrient quality calculated for the month in 
which the multiple membranes were tested (April 2018). To better compare the results 
from the analysis, Table 4.8 shows the highest and lowest calculated content for each 
monitored particle, as well as denoting which level of filtration to which each 
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concentration belonged to. The results for highest calculated content for each particle 
ended up being the unfiltered manure, as would generally be expected, although it was 
interesting to note that, unlike in previous tests, the microfiltration membrane did reject 
enough of the tested particles to reduce the overall nutrient content. However, the lowest 
calculated nutrient concentrations were all attributed to the nanofiltration membrane, 
which was not what was expected. The nanofiltration membrane had a larger overall pore 
size in comparison to the three tested reverse osmosis membranes, which should lead to it 
have a lower rejection rate for the nanofiltration membrane in comparison. This low 
rejection rate indicated that there may be some other issues being experienced during the 
filtration process, as it seems unlikely that three separate reverse osmosis membranes 
produced by three different companies would all fail to reject nutrient concentrations at a 
rate higher than a nanofiltration membrane. 
Table 4.7: Nutrient concentrations measured for all membranes utilized for crossflow filtration.  
 Unfiltered Microfiltration GE SG RO Nanofiltration TriSep X201 SW30 XLE 
Ammonium (ppm) 4,563 3,971 2,841 2,742 3,817 3,550 
TKN (ppm) 4,761 4,184 2,950 2,844 4,106 3,707 
Phosphorus (ppm) 513 415 277 252 391 351 
Potassium (ppm) 3,547 3,010 2,131 1,994 2,801 2,597 
Total Dissolved 
Solids (ppm) 
23,168 21,248 17,600 16,960 20,864 20,416 
 
Table 4.8: Comparison of the highest and lowest nutrient concentration present for each measured 
nutrient, and the associated membrane that attained it. 
 Highest Nutrient 
Content (ppm) 
Filtration Level 
(High) 
Lowest Nutrient 
Content (ppm) 
Filtration Level 
(Low) 
% Difference 
Ammonium 4,563 Unfiltered 2,742 Nanofiltration 39.9% 
TKN 4,761 Unfiltered 2,844 Nanofiltration 40.3% 
Phosphorus 513 Unfiltered 252 Nanofiltration 50.9% 
Potassium 3,547 Unfiltered 1,994 Nanofiltration 43.8% 
Total Dissolved 
Solids 
23,168 Unfiltered 16,960 Nanofiltration 26.8% 
 
In trying to determine the source of the underwhelming nutrient rejection rates 
obtained via the membrane filtration, further discussion was had with the company 
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through which the crossflow cell was purchased. In doing so, they indicated that the 
rejection rates expected, given the nutrients being monitored, should be averaging around 
80%. However, the findings from these tests had the overall rejection rates averaging just 
over 30%, which was a disparity large enough that there seemed to be some other factor 
contributing to this. The first check performed to determine what was the source of the 
issue was testing the reverse osmosis membrane during operation while filtering 
saltwater. Use of a saltwater solution was done to both confirm that an issue was being 
experienced in the results, as salt rejection was a standard which the membranes were 
explicitly tested on, as well as to check if the issue was caused by what was being 
filtered. If the saltwater does reject at the expected rate, the filtration quality may be in 
part caused by the manure itself. The saltwater was set at a concentration of 2 g/L and 
was still collected in fifteen-minute intervals for the sake of consistency. The results of 
this test are presented in Figure 4.30, comparing the flow rate calculated for each interval 
to the conductivity of the filtrate, as well as the conductivity of the water present in the 
basin after the filtration test was concluded. The results indicate that the rejection rate 
was still below the level that should be expected for reverse osmosis in the crossflow cell, 
as the rejection rate in the test only reached around 20%. Those results indicated that 
leakage was occurring during the crossflow operation, rather than it being due to the 
liquid being filtered. 
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Figure 4.30: Conductivity and flow rate comparisons over the course of an hour period for a 
saltwater solution at 2 g/L. 
 
Another note to add about the saltwater test is a potential finding from an earlier 
test performed, in comparison to Figure 4.30. Figure 4.31 shows a test performed prior to 
the test represented in Figure 4.30, which was done with a resistivity meter rather than 
the conductivity meter. Resistivity is an inverse to conductivity, and in comparing the 
two graphs, both tests follow a similar general trend. Included in that trend, interestingly, 
was that both measures indicate a decrease in salt concentration as time goes on, with the 
highest overall concentration being during the first fifteen minutes, which also had a 
significantly higher flow rate when compared to the other periods. This reduction in flow 
can be explained as a result of partial pore clogging over the course of the membrane 
filtration, which effectively helps reduce the overall surface area through which particles 
can pass, but also presents the question as to whether the large disparity in flow rate was 
also indicative of a higher rate of leakage during the early filtration period. 
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Figure 4.31: Resistivity and flow rate comparison, potentially indicating the increase in one may 
indicate the decrease in another. 
 
In trying to determine the source of the leakage, a few different options were 
looked at as the source. In doing so, a couple issues experienced during the filtration 
process were identified. The first problem found was that the pressure that the crossflow 
cell was operated at was not at the proper level for filtration. The pressure rating given 
for the individual membranes was misunderstood as the pressure at which the crossflow 
cell was pressurized to utilizing the hand pump. However, the pressure rating was 
actually showing the operating pressure for the flow of the liquid through the membrane 
while running. Instead, the pressure of the crossflow cell was supposed to be near the 
maximum allotted pressure for the system, at around 1,000 psi. This lower pressure may 
have contributed to some degree of leakage, although additional testing indicated that 
issues still persisted after the pressure was increased, so it was not the only problem 
experienced. 
The other possible source of issue tested was the potential for damage to the 
membrane to happen during the period of operation. Figure 4.32 shows a series of images 
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comparing membrane quality after operation, with the top left membrane being prior to 
operation, the top right membrane being after running a test with saltwater, and the 
bottom membrane being after several tests involving membrane filtration. The change in 
appearance to the membrane indicates possible wear and blockage during normal 
operation for the filtration cell. After sending these images to the contact at Sterlitech, 
they believed the changes in the membrane appearance, particularly with the pattern 
exhibited on the surface of the membrane may show that there was some rupturing of the 
membrane occurring while being tested. This possibility potentially explains a multitude 
of the findings from the nutrient analysis, as the localized damage should allow for 
unfiltered liquid to leak through the membrane, while undamaged portions of the 
membrane still were properly filtering the manure, which in turn causes the nutrient 
concentrations to decrease still, just not at the rate expected. In talking with the company 
who provided the filtration unit, it was determined the shear force of the liquid passing 
through the membrane could be causing the damage to the membrane. These results 
indicated a need to find a way to prevent the membrane damage, which led to looking for 
a way to monitor the flow through the filtration system. 
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Figure 4.32: Comparison of membrane quality over a period of filtration, with an untested 
membrane (top left), membrane after filtering saltwater (top right), and membrane after several tests 
filtering liquid manure (bottom). 
 
After the primary period of testing performed for this research project was 
concluded, some additional testing was performed to try to further determine and address 
issues experienced with the filtration process. After a consistent back and forth with the 
company through which the filtration unit was purchased, testing some minor changes to 
try and improve the degree of filtration, a decision was made to purchase a flow meter to 
add to the filtration cell setup. The flow meter, which measured the flow out of the 
filtration cell through concentrate control valve (the valve where unfiltered liquid exits 
the unit), was identified as a potentially useful addition to reduce membrane damage. 
This came upon comparing the flow output of the pump used to run the system (1.8 gpm 
or around      m³/s) to the diameter of the tubing and inlet to the cell (around 1.81 cm²), 
which resulted in an average cross flow velocity into the filtration cell of around 0.63 
m/s. The membranes utilized in the filtration cell are rated to operate at a range from 
0.05-0.2 m/s, so the pump itself operated at triple the maximum flow rate, which may 
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have contributed to membrane damage that reduced the success of the membrane 
filtration. Keeping the flow through the concentrate control valve into the flow meter 
below ~0.55 gpm keeps the flow entering the cell below the maximally tested cross flow 
velocity for the membrane, which should reduce the membrane damage. By measuring 
the flow rate out of the concentrate control valve, both the concentrate control valve and 
bypass control valve (the valve prior to entry into the filtration cell) could be altered to 
reduce the concentrate flow rate, which increases the bypass control valve flow rate, thus 
reducing inlet flow. In doing so, regular monitoring of the unit is necessary, as pressure 
will build around both release valves, as indicated by the gauges next to the valves. The 
pressure maintained around the valves typically started around 300 psi, but would slowly 
build during operation, so occasional turning of the release valves is needed to prevent 
overpressurization (>1000 psi), which could lead to failure or damage to the components. 
As a result, the valve pressures should be kept in the range from 300 to 900 psi for each, 
while the filtration cell is externally pressurized to 1,000 psi. Figure 4.33 shows the 
altered setup with the flow meter included.  
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Figure 4.33: Filtration unit setup including the added flow meter. 
In testing after the addition of the flow meter, an improvement was identified 
soon after. Filtration was tested utilizing one of the previously tested RO membranes 
(TriSep X201) on a stored liquid manure sample. This sample was allowed to settle for 
several weeks and was not stirred prior to testing, so the overall solids present in the 
liquid should be somewhat lower than if it were entirely fresh. The improvement was 
very apparent and visible and is shown in Figure 4.34, comparing the liquid manure 
supernatant to the RO filtered manure and tap water. The difference in color compared to 
previous filtration tests performed was significant, with the coloration changing 
drastically, although, as shown in Figure 4.34, the filtered liquid was not completely 
clear. However, these results led to additional testing to try and quantify the level of 
filtration experienced through the reverse osmosis tests. 
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Figure 4.34: Progression of filtration comparing unfiltered liquid manure supernatant (left), liquid 
manure after reverse osmosis (middle), and tap water (right) acting as a point of comparison. 
 
While collection of the filtered liquid shown in Figure 4.34 was conducted, the 
liquid produced was collected and examined in fifteen minute intervals as was done in 
prior filtration experiments, with those intervals measuring the conductivity of the liquid 
(measured in ppm for this test, as the initial manure concentration was too high to be 
measured by the conductivity meter when measured in µs/cm), as well as the pH and 
average flow rate. This is collected in Table 4.9. The average conductivity indicated a 
filtration rate of around 94%, as compared to the overall filtration rates of 30% estimated 
for prior filtration tests. Regarding the variations in the measured quantities, the reduction 
in flow rate is consistent with prior testing and the increase in pH was experienced in 
prior testing, although the filtered liquid exceed a pH of 9 is much higher than the 
average pH of filtrate measured in other tests. The conductivity is interesting, as there is 
some level of variation during testing, with it getting somewhat higher over the course of 
the test. One potential cause of this could be some level of damage still being experienced 
on the membrane, even after the flow meter reducing the damage, seemingly significantly 
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in comparison to previous tests. The reason for this possibility is that further tests were 
done with saltwater after the liquid manure filtration was completed, utilizing both the 
membrane used in the filtration recorded in Table 4.9, as well as a new membrane of 
identical type. In those tests, the older membrane used in Table 4.9 filtered a 2 g/L 
saltwater concentration (measured at 2,176 ppm) produced 500 mL of filtrate with an 
average concentration of 668 ppm, indicating around 70% filtration, while the new 
membrane had an average filtrate concentration of 69 ppm for the same initial saltwater 
concentration, which is around a 97% filtration rate. While it is unclear to what extent 
damage may have occurred in collecting the liquid manure filtrate and when it happened, 
these results indicate membrane damage is still a possible factor even with system 
improvements. 
Table 4.9: Measured values for conductivity, solids concentration, pH, and flow rate over the 
course of the filtration process, segmented into fifteen-minute intervals. 
Filtration Time Range Flow Rate 
(ml/min) 
Conductivity 
(µS/cm) 
Solids 
Concentration 
(ppm) 
pH 
Initial N/A 16,454 8,227 7.18 
0-15 Minutes 11.87 626 317 8.77 
15-30 Minutes 3.80 856 428 8.86 
30-45 Minutes 2.87 1192 596 8.95 
45-60 Minutes 3.80 1118 559 9.02 
60-75 Minutes 2.20 972 486 9.13 
75-90 Minutes 3.20 1876 973 9.15 
90-105 Minutes 3.93 1196 616 9.45 
105-120 Minutes 2.73 1418 730 9.44 
Combined Filtrate 4.30 962 481 9.30 
 
In addition to the records kept during filtration, a volatile and total suspended 
solids test was also performed on the liquid manure used before and after filtration to 
further compare the rate of filtration. Table 4.10 shows the values recorded for both types 
of manure, comparing the presence of solids in both samples. As was noted earlier, the 
manure used for filtration was settled and more so acted as a supernatant of the manure, 
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which is why the total solids of the unfiltered manure are lower than the expected average 
is less than 1%. However, even with this, the results back up the findings of the 
conductivity test, with an estimated 94% filtration of the combined total solids, and a 
97% filtration of the nonvolatile (noncarbon) solids in the manure. 
Table 4.10: Comparison of suspended solids content present in manure prior to and after liquid 
filtration, and the percent change between the two of them. 
Filtration Level Total Suspended 
Solids (%) 
Nonvolatile Solids (%) Volatile Solids (%) 
Unfiltered 0.66 0.43 0.23 
Filtered 0.04 0.01 0.03 
Percent Difference (%) 94 97 87 
 
Table 4.11 shows the collected nutrient data for the liquid manure samples both 
prior to and after the reverse osmosis process was completed. The samples listed in this 
table are the same samples pictured in Figure 4.34 for the unfiltered and filtered samples. 
The overall findings seem to support the other tests dealing with total and volatile solids 
and conductivity, although the degree of filtration recorded seems to indicate some level 
of variance. The results indicate over a 90% rejection of ammonium and phosphorous, 
with total Kjeldahl nitrogen and potassium being over 80%. While these values fall short 
of the 99.5% rejection rate potential of the membrane as a whole, they are still 
significantly better than previously achieved results. The main point of concern 
potentially lies with the total dissolved solids content only being at around 64% rejection, 
which still leaves about one-third of the total dissolved solids still in the filtrate. This 
could indicate issues with the potential for water recycling, but further testing would be 
needed to better confirm this, as risk of membrane damage still exists even in this test, as 
indicated by the results of the previously performed saltwater tests, considering this test 
was run with the membrane that produced a 70% salt rejection a day after testing. 
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Table 4.11: Comparison of nutrient concentrations between filtered and unfiltered manure after 
installation of the flow meter. 
Nutrient/Particle Type Unfiltered Manure 
(ppm) 
Filtered Manure 
(ppm) 
Percent Difference (%) 
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN) 1840 234 87.3 
Ammonium 1784 141 92.1 
Phosphorous 47.6 2.5 94.8 
Potassium 289 58 80.0 
Total Dissolved Solids 2470 892 63.9 
 
While some question still exists as to whether the results of Table 4.11 could still 
be improved, one other comparison that should be made is updating the table produced in 
the original report showing what the complete solids removal rates for the checked 
nutrients are with the values calculated in Table 4.11, which is shown in Table 4.12. Two 
important things to remember in context for Table 4.12 are that the liquid manure utilized 
had been allowed to settle some and that this table only shows the result of the one test 
due to the late nature of when these findings were made. As a result, it cannot be 
conclusively determined if this solid removal rate could be considered for all forms of 
applicable liquid manure. Much like in Table 4.6 for the original report, the daily total 
nutrient production and liquid concentrations present the original solids removal from the 
liquid stream. Meanwhile, the daily filtered liquid stream indicates the concentration of 
each nutrient (in gallons per day) after filtration, derived by multiplying the liquid stream 
mass by the percent difference for each nutrient calculated in Table 4.11. Finally, the 
percent removal from the filtered stream is estimated by the percent reduction from the 
total nutrient flow to the filtered stream flow. The results are significantly improved 
compared to Table 4.6, with the removal of nitrogen, ammonium and phosphorous all 
approaching 95% from the initial concentration, and the removal of potassium being just 
under 90%. These results indicate that the approximated yearly production rate of each 
nutrient in the liquid manure stream after the complete separation process is concluded is 
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146.1 gallons of nitrogen, 80.5 gallons of ammonium, 45.6 gallons of phosphorous, and 
169.2 gallons of potassium. In comparison, the total approximated yearly production rate 
for each nutrient is 2810.5 gallons of nitrogen, 1788.5 gallons of ammonium, 876.0 
gallons of phosphorous, and 1642.5 gallons of potassium. 
Table 4.12: Details on the removal rate of measured nutrients combining removal via separation and 
membrane filtration, adjusted for the improved reverse osmosis results. 
 Nitrogen Ammonium Phosphorous Potassium 
Daily Total Nutrient Flow (gal/day) 7.7 4.9 2.4 4.5 
Daily Liquid Stream Mass (gal/day) 3.0 2.8 0.6 2.4 
Percent Removal from Liquid Stream (%) 61.7 41.7 74.9 46.2 
Daily Filtered Liquid Stream Mass (gal/day) 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.5 
Percent Removal from Filtered Stream (%) 94.8 95.5 94.8 89.3 
 
The other potential hurdle comes from the risks posed by what is contained in the 
liquid manure that has not been tracked in this study, such as pathogens. A variety of 
pathogens have been noted as risks for wastewater reuse in agricultural settings, such as 
E. coli (Awuah & Ackerson, 2012). While reverse osmosis membranes do have a pore 
size small enough to where most infectious particles are removed from the filtrate, the 
sum of the findings of this research still should act as a reminder to the risk involved in 
this. With the recurrent issue of membrane damage in the course of the filtration work 
done for this research, it is apparent that utilizing a filtration process solely relying on 
single-step reverse osmosis for the removal of hazardous organism has the potential to be 
risky. The scale of testing and the unit utilized may have contributed significantly to the 
rate of membrane damage experienced in these experiments, so it is important to note that 
this finding may not be as pertinent when applied to other setups. Still, the 
implementation of the membrane filtering system for the liquid manure needs to ensure 
reliable membrane health, or the risk of the spread of pathogens will persist. 
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4.5 Economic Analysis 
4.5.1 Electrical Power Consumption 
 The electrical power consumption rate for the additions in the scraper finishing 
barn can be calculated based on records provided by the farm owner for both the devices 
were used to generate the needed power, as well as the operation time necessary to 
complete the daily operation. These calculations were done for the two major automated 
systems implemented for the finishing barn: the scraper arms that perform the solid-liquid 
separation for each room and the conveyor system that moves the solid stream to the 
storage shed. As a result, the costs calculated will not include electrical costs associated 
with other parts of the barn, such as lighting or the automated feed systems utilized, as 
there was not any reliable ability to track these sources, and those costs were not 
exclusive to the barn being examined, so they were less critical. Electrical power use was 
calculated as the product of operation time and the overall power output of the motors 
used in the process. An important point which simplified the calculation process was that 
all motors used in the separation barn were identical, with an operation power output of 
two horsepower. For the scraper arms, each of the four holding rooms had its own arm, 
operated off of a single 2-hp motor. On average, each scraper arm went through a 
scraping cycle six times each day, and each cycle lasted an average of four minutes in 
total. The sum of these cycles equals out to 24 minutes of operation per arm, for a 
combined daily operation of 96 minutes. Meanwhile, the conveyor system operated 
utilizing three 2-hp motors, and averaged six operation cycles, with each cycle lasting an 
average of fifteen minutes. Thus, the other three motors each operated 90 minutes for 
each day. This total result was equivalent to a singular 2-hp motor operating for 366 
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minutes daily, which equates to 9.10 kWh consumed daily. Over the course of a year, the 
power consumption became 3.32 MWh. These costs were put into further context, by 
using the most recently available data for the average electrical cost for commercial use 
in Missouri, which was 9.96 cents per kWh. The combination of these factors resulted in 
a daily electrical cost of 90.61 cents, or $330.73 per year. In comparison, Lim and Parker 
(2011) had calculated an average electrical cost of 27 cents per day, but this cost was 
estimated without the use of the conveyor system, which accounted for nearly 75% of the 
power consumption, so the costs seem to be relatively consistent. Navia et al. (2007) 
provided another point of comparison, with average benchmark energy consumption per 
head in a finishing barn, which was set at 0.14 kWh per head per day. For a 1,200 head 
barn, the energy cost would equal out to 168 kWh used daily. If the conversion does not 
affect the electricity use in any other part of the finisher barn, this means that the 
combined energy consumed by the scraper and conveyor systems would only increase 
power usage by a little of 5%, which indicates the operating costs should be negligible 
under ideal circumstances. 
The other electrical cost calculated during this experiment was the cost for 
implementing the filtration unit for the filtering of the liquid manure. The pump utilized 
for the crossflow cell had a power output of 1.32 horsepower, and operation time was not 
the limiting factor in testing. Instead, the cost of operation needs to be calculated relative 
to the volume of filtrate produced. Table 4.13 shows the calculated power consumption 
and cost per liter of the filtrate, based on the average calculated the flow rate for both 
microfiltration and reverse osmosis, for both distilled water and the liquid manure. Due to 
the issues experienced with the quality of the filtrate, it is not known if these values 
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properly represent the cost for filtration under ideal circumstances, but the results 
obtained do note a fundamental problem that can happen with lab tests for evaluating 
commercial implementation. Given the average flow rate for the liquid manure stream 
being around 885 gallons/day and extrapolating the parameters provided by the bench-
scale crossflow unit to filter that amount, performing both a microfiltration and reverse 
osmosis filtration on the liquid manure would consume 75.95 GJ/year, with an electrical 
cost of over $700,000 annually. This cost was clearly excessive, and was indicative of the 
relative inefficiency of the system, given the small scale under which it was operated at. 
Table 4.13: Projected cost needed for filtration of distilled water and liquid manure for both 
microfiltration and reverse osmosis. 
Filter Type/Fluid Filtered Flow Rate 
(mL/minute) 
Pressure 
(psi) 
Power Consumption 
(kilowatt-hours/liter) 
Average Cost per 
Liter (cents) 
Microfiltration (DI water) 70.29 240 0.23 2.33 
Microfiltration (liquid manure) 10.04 240 1.63 16.28 
SG TCF RO (DI water)          14.51 360 1.13 11.27 
SG TCF RO (liquid manure) 3.52 360 4.66 46.44 
 
4.5.2 Barn Cost Calculations 
  The cost of construction and implementation of the finishing barn evaluated in 
this study were separated into two parts: initial costs and annual costs. All of the costs 
were provided by the farm owner, with the annual costs being determined by averaging 
replacement costs. The initial cost analysis was based on the cost of construction for the 
various parts of the finishing barn itself, while the annual costs combine the cost of 
replacement parts, as well as incorporating the previously mentioned electrical costs. 
Table 4.14 gives the initial costs, which covers the construction cost of the finishing barn, 
the conveyor system, and the manure storage shed while presenting those costs relative to 
the cost per pig assuming a full barn. Table 4.15 provides the annual costs, calculating 
replacement costs by the total part fees compared to the number of years of operation. 
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The annual costs can be compared to typical maintenance costs expected for swine 
growth, which was estimated for larger operations to be at $5.68 per hundredweight live 
mass produced (Lattz, 2008). Using the total sales mass for the first year of this study 
compared to the total annual costs associated with the separation and conveyor system, 
the added costs were estimated at slightly over 21 cents per hundredweight. This 
difference in cost means on an annual basis incorporation of the full separation system 
used in this barn should increase annual maintenance costs by 3.7%. 
Table 4.14: Initial costs attributed to construction and design of separation finishing barn and 
associated components. 
Construction Needs Total Cost Cost per Pig (1,200 
head) 
Finishing Barn (80 x 132 feet) $280,000 $233.33 
Building $188,000 $156.67 
Concrete $60,000 $50.00 
Equipment $32,000 $26.67 
Conveyor System $11,000 $9.17 
Manure Storage Shed (25 x 75 feet) $32,000 $26.67 
Total Cost $323,000 $269 
 
Table 4.15: Average annual costs associated with maintenance of separation finishing barn.  
Maintenance Items Yearly Cost Cost per Pig (1,200 
head) 
Motor Replacements $228.14 $0.19 
Link Chain for Conveyor $457.14 $0.38 
Cable Replacements, 1000ft/year $600.00 $0.50 
Pulley Replacements, 2 sets/year $57.14 $0.05 
Electricity for Scraper and Conveyor Systems $330.73 $0.28 
Total Cost $1,673 $1.39 
 
When comparing the construction costs for the separation barn to that of a deep 
pit barn as estimated via the projections provided earlier, there was a notable difference 
between the two. While the deep pit barn had total initial costs around $240 per head, the 
separation barn had initial costs around $270 per head. This value also does not include 
any difference in cost considering the projected barn was wean-to-finish. The difference 
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in initial costs, fortunately, was offset somewhat by the annual costs of maintenance 
being fairly low for the separation barn. As a result, the difference in operating cost 
between the two barns should lessen for each year under operation. While annual cost 
estimates were not provided for the deep-pit barn in this study, the difference between the 
two should not be as significant, as the additional estimated annual cost added by the 
separation unit was previously noted as low (Dhuyvetter et al., 2014). These findings 
allow for the benefits of the separation barn, with the positive environmental findings and 
potential for better manure repurposing to be viable when considering use long term. 
4.6 Air Quality Monitoring 
4.6.1 Ammonia Concentrations 
  NH3 output by the fans was measured to have a concentration range over the 
course of monitoring between a minimum of 0.26 ppm to a maximum of 6.0 ppm. The 
average concentration of the monthly tests was 1.58 ppm, which combines the results 
obtained for the fans located for the individual rooms, as well as the pit exchange fans. 
The individual room fan average was 1.30 ppm, while the pit exchange fans averaged an 
NH3 output of 1.91 ppm. The slight disparity between concentration range and 
concentration averages can further be explained, as the exclusion of the March 2017 
concentration measurements changed the upper end of the range down to just 3 ppm. 
With that month excluded, the room fan NH3 average became 1.18 ppm, while the wall 
fan average dropped to 1.65 ppm. Figure 4.35 shows the monthly average concentrations 
measured for both the room and pit fans. 
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Figure 4.35: Average monthly ammonia concentration output by both pit and wall fans using 
chemical gas tubes. 
 
  While evaluating the NH3 concentrations measured here, comparing the results to 
previous studies was useful, particularly in parsing out whether the aforementioned 
potential outlier was a true outlier or not. The von Bernuth university farm study found 
that the NH3 concentrations output by the barn while utilizing a scraper system had an 
average weekly concentration ranging from 0.82 ppm to 6.17 ppm, which provides a 
similar concentration range to what was found in this study. In general, the average of the 
weekly NH3 readings was higher in the university barn setting compared to that of the 
commercial finishing barn (3.22 ppm vs. 1.58 ppm). As for why that difference exists, 
one major difference between the barns was that the university barn did not utilize any 
system for solid manure removal similar to the conveyor system used for the commercial 
barn, instead storing the solid fraction in a container for weighing purposes, which may 
have been in the barn for multiple days. This storage method may have allowed for some 
increased NH3 concentration in the barn itself. That possibility may indicate that NH3 
concentrations output by the manure were somewhat higher in the finishing barn, as the 
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air quality measurements used do not reflect any potential residual output by the storage 
shed of the solid manure. As well, given the NH3 range, the date of 6 ppm NH3 
concentration should not necessarily be ruled as an outlier, as the previous results 
indicated this could potentially be normal. Either way, both of these studies were still 
significantly lower than the cited average concentrations for a standard deep pit barn, 
averaging 15 ppm for NH3 (Lim et al., 2011). 
4.6.2 Hydrogen Sulfide Concentrations 
  Initial testing for H2S proved to be an unsuccessful venture. Although the same 
methods for NH3 monitoring were utilized for H2S monitoring, the results obtained were 
not precise enough to draw a reliable conclusion. In every test utilizing H2S gas tubes, the 
concentration appeared to be low enough to not meet the minimum threshold for results 
(0.2 ppm). In-lab testing with higher H2S concentrations confirmed that the tubes worked 
reliably in higher concentration, so the results obtained initially could only serve as a 
baseline of comparison. Fortunately, the von Bernuth study actually supported these 
initial findings, as tests there also utilizing gas tube measurement, with a higher minimum 
threshold of 0.5 ppm, also never resulted in any observed concentrations. While further 
testing was performed with instruments with access to a lower concentration minimum, 
gas tube testing was always performed as a secondary check, as any potential detection 
could have been a good indicator for high concentrations, although this outcome never 
actually occurred. 
In moving onto the Jerome meter for measuring H2S concentrations, the 
identification of the presence of the contaminant was actually realized, although this 
method did provide some potential sources of the issue. The biggest point of concern had 
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to do with the tendency for the device to follow a slight downward trend as testing 
continued, as well as some worry that the concentrations obtained may not have been 
consistently accurate. In determining whether this was the situation, Figure 4.36 was 
created to show the change in average measured H2S concentration before and after the 
monthly checks on the farm for both span gas (H2S concentration 1.7 ppm) and 
compressed air (H2S concentration ~0 ppm).  
 
Figure 4.36: Average hydrogen sulfide concentrations for both a span gas (left) and pressurized air 
(right) detected by analyzer before and after testing at the farm. 
 
A slight downward trend can be noted from trial to trial for the span gas, and the 
drop-off in the before and after tests were significant, combined with the fact that the 
concentrations measured was much lower than what was indicated for the gas. However, 
the compressed air result was slightly better in comparison, as the variance between the 
two trials was much less noticeable and the concentrations measured were within the 
devices margin of error, indicating the device may be better overall for evaluating lower 
concentrations of H2S. Fortunately, the results from the gas tubes already served as an 
indicator that the H2S concentration output by the fans was much lower than the 
concentrations present in the span gas, so the results still may be of some use. Figure 4.37 
shows the average H2S concentrations measured for both the room wall fans and the pit 
fans. The average H2S concentration calculated for the barn was measured to be 0.105 
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ppm, with the average concentration output by the room wall fan being 0.108 ppm and 
the average concentration from the pit fans being 0.098 ppm. These values were skewed 
somewhat, as there were three months included during the winter 2018 season where only 
one room fan was operating for the entire barn due to cold weather, which also may have 
increased total concentration of H2S output by the fan. Removing those dates, the room 
wall fans H2S concentration drops to 0.050 ppm and the overall average drops to 0.074 
ppm as a result. 
 
Figure 4.37: Average monthly hydrogen sulfide concentrations output by both pit and wall fans using 
the analyzer. 
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5. Conclusions 
5.1 Conclusions on Separation Barn 
  The findings on the solid-liquid separation barn, via way of implementation of a 
scraper/conveyor system, indicate that the system was effective in what it sets out to do. 
Solid-liquid separation achieves considerable isolation of key components, including a 
greater than 60% removal of nitrogen, nearly 75% removal of phosphorus, and an over 
80% removal of total solids. While these results were considerable, many of these 
percentages were lower than that of previous studies (von Bernuth, et al., 2005). 
However, recent nutrient analysis results indicate that these lower results may be 
attributed to the separation method performing at a lower than optimal rate and 
improvements could reduce the gap in the findings. As a result, the higher separation 
efficiency noted in that previous study may still be achievable in a commercial setting. 
Regular monitoring of the manure characteristics for both the solid and the liquid manure 
is recommended, as an alteration in quality is a strong indicator of issues occurring within 
the separation system. While cost projections for the separation barn (custom designed 
and built) were higher in comparison to a deep-pit barn, the difference should be more 
negligible as more of the separation barns are being adapted. The air quality of the 
separation barn was also better than a deep-pit barn, which may be beneficial to the 
human and animal health, especially with pressures to use fewer antibiotics for food 
animals. 
5.2 Conclusions on Filtration 
  Filtration results ultimately were marred due to the technical issues that occurred, 
but even considering these problems, some findings were still meaningful. Low-level 
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filtration processes, such as utilizing fine meshing with a pore size in a double-digit 
micron range, was very efficient for the removal of suspended particles. This 
pretreatment option reduces the potential for buildup of particulate in the fine filtration, 
which can inhibit utilization of the liquid manure. The acidic addition also seemed to 
provide benefit for the liquid filtration, potentially lowering issues with foaming. 
However, the impact on flow rate was difficult to track, due to the liquid manure 
increasing in pH as filtration continued. Flow rate decreased over time, which could be 
linked to pH increases, but there were a variety of potential causes, so it cannot be 
assumed to be the only contributor. 
  Regarding filtration via the use of membranes, reverse osmosis and nanofiltration 
still contributed to nutrient removal, despite suboptimal results due to membrane damage. 
While significantly lower than what was potentially available, the removal of nutrients 
via this method ended up being around 90% on average, which was a significant increase 
in separation efficiency than what was available with solid-liquid separation alone. 
However, the total dissolved solids removal rate was only slightly higher than 60%, 
indicating a significant amount of solids is still present in the filtrate. Improvements 
should be achievable with better operational standards for reverse osmosis, which would 
remove a greater majority of solids in the liquid stream. Regarding the cost of separation, 
while extrapolating total cost was ineffective given the disparity between a bench-scale 
model and what would be utilized for commercial use, some general findings still stand. 
In particular, given the fact that membranes can be quite costly and easily fouled or were 
damaged in this research, cost projections may be too high. Combined with a lack of 
information regarding membrane fouling for large-scale filtration, it is hard to make a 
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confident recommendation for membrane filtration for liquid manure separation. 
However, due to the variety of issues experienced in the course of the filtration work, it 
also cannot be definitively concluded that this option should be ignored for future 
research. Either way, the improvements to the filtration efficiency over the course of this 
research project point both to the potential of this technique for manure management, as 
well as the potential pitfalls that can be experienced along the way. 
5.3 Future Recommendations 
  The focus of future research should likely focus more on improving the liquid 
manure filtration, whether through membrane filtration or other means such as a larger, 
scaled-up filtration unit. The overall production rate and separation efficiency of the barn 
was covered thoroughly in this research, so barring further advancements in the barn 
design, these factors should be less critical. Future filtration work should likely focus on a 
larger-scale filtration technique to what was tested in this study, both for improved flow 
rates to reduce the processing time, as well as likely improving the total efficiency of the 
filtration being utilized. Identifying any other pretreatment options available for targeting 
specifically dissolved solids also will reduce present solids and should improve 
membrane durability from a long-term perspective. 
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6. Appendix 
 
Figure 6.1: Full dataset containing the entire collection of data for monitored liquid pressure and the 
converted liquid depth from that result. 
 
 
Figure 6.2: Comparison of daily volume pumped and daily rainfall. 
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Figure 6.3: Maximum depth recorded in the collection pit over the course of each day. 
 
Figure 6.4: Minimum depth recorded in the collection pit over the course of each day. 
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Figure 6.5: Variance between the minimum and maximum depth recorded in the collection pit over the 
course of each day. 
 
 
 
